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Abstract
High power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) is a rather recent deposition
method capable of depositing dense and smooth thin films by providing high amount
of ionized sputtered material. However, the high quality thin films come at the cost
of low deposition rate which hinders HiPIMS to be widely utilized in industry. Here
the results of an experimental study on the effect of stationary magnetic field on the
deposition rate, ionized flux fraction and properties of thin films deposited using the
HiPIMS process, are presented. This includes vanadium, vanadium nitride and nickel
thin films deposition using the HiPIMS technique under various conditions, including
varying confining magnetic field, working gas pressure, substrate bias and tilt angle. In
each case, the properties of HiPIMS deposited films were compared with corresponding
dcMS deposited films under the same conditions. For this aim, various characterization
techniques are used to determine the mass density, surface roughness, film composition,
micro structure, magnetic and electrical properties of the deposited films. For the
second part of the project a variable magnet is utilized in order to systematically
study the influence of magnetic field on the HiPIMS process. For each magnetic field
configuration, a series of deposition rate and ionized flux fraction measurements are
carried out at various positions in front of a cathode target to develop a picture of
spatial distribution of neutrals and ionized sputtered material. This part of the study
continued by measurement of sideways deposition rate and ionized flux fraction for
both HiPIMS and dcMS. This is to examine the link between an increase in sideways
material transport in HiPIMS and commonly reported reduction of the deposition rate
in HiPIMS compared to dcMS.





Útdráttur
Háaflspúlsuð segulspæta (HiPIMS) er fremur nýleg aðferð til að rækta þunnar húðir
og gefur þéttar húðir með mjög slétt firborð. Þetta er gert með því að framkalla hátt
jónunarhlutfall spættra agna. Þessi miklu gæði þessara ræktuðu húða eru á kosnað
ræktunarhraða, sem hefur í komið í veg fyrir viðtaka notkun (HiPIMS) í iðnaði. Hér eru
kynntar niðurstöður tilrauna þar sem áhrif sístæðs segulsviðs á ræktunarhraða, jónun-
arhlutfall, og eiginleika þunnra húða sem eru ræktaðar með háaflspúlsaðri segulspætu.
Vanadín, vandín nítríð og nikkel þunnhúðir eru ræktaðar með háaflspúlsaðri segulpsætu
þar sem ýmsum eiginleikum afhleðslunnar var breytt, þar með talið breytingu á styrk
hremmisegulsviðs, þrýstingi vinnugassins, spennu sem lögð er á undirlagið og horni
milli undirlags og skotmarks. Fyrir hvert þessara tilfella eru eiginleika húðar sem rækt-
aðar eru með háflspúlsaðri segulspætu bornir saman við tilsvarandi húðir sem ræktaðar
eru með dc segulspætu við sömu skilyrði. Til þess að fá þennan samanburð var beitt
ýmsum greiningaraðferðum til að ákvarða eðlismassa, hrjúfleika yfirborðs, samsetningu
húðar, formgerð, segul-og rafeiginleika ræktaðra húða. Í síðari hluta verkefnisins var
notað breytilegt segulsvið til að rannsaka kerfisbundið áhrif segulsviðs á eiginleika
háaflspúlsaðrar segulspætu. Fyrir sérhverja formgerð segulsviðsins, voru ræktunar-
hraði og jónunarhlutfall mæld fyrir nokkrar staðsetningar framan við skotmarkið til að
fá mynd af dreífingu hlutlausra agna og jónuðum ögnum í rúminu. Hér voru einnig
mældur ræktunarhraði og jónunarhlutfall út til hliðanna, samsíða skotmarki fyrir bæði
háaflspúlsaða og dc segulspætu. Þetta var gert til að skoða tengsl milli aukins flutnings
agna til hliðanna í háaflspúlsaðri segulspætu sem oft er nefnd sem ein ástæða lægri
ræktunarhraða í háaflspúlsaðri samanborið við dc segulspætu.
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1. Introduction

1 Introduction
Thin films and coatings with thicknesses ranging from parts of a nanometer to several
micrometers play an essential part in many modern day technologies. They are used
to enhance the surface properties of materials or to add new functionalities to the
underlying substrate. Some examples include insulating barriers in electronic devices,
anti-reflective coatings in optics, and protective coatings for cutting tools. Due the
technological importance of thin films, the synthesis methods are being vigorously
developed. Some of the most popular thin film synthesis methods include electroplating
used in automobile industry, and various types of chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
and physical vapor deposition (PVD) methods used extensively in the semiconductor
industry.

Physical vapor deposition (PVD) methods, such as magnetron sputtering, are widely
used both in research and in industry to deposit a wide range of thin films for various
applications. In PVD, the film forming material is ejected from a solid or liquid target
and subsequently is transported to the substrate as a vapor. Some advantages of PVD
over CVD and atomic layer deposition (ALD) methods are off-thermal equilibrium film
growth, allowing the use of heat-sensitive substrate materials, and higher deposition
rates (Sarakinos and Martinu, 2020). DC magnetron sputtering (dcMS) is an example
of a highly successful PVD deposition technique that is widely used in industrial
applications (Kelly and Arnell, 2000). However, it suffers from from low ionization
of the sputtered species. Ionized PVD (IPVD) methods, such as high power impulse
magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS), can be used to overcome shortcomings associated with
common PVD methods, and open up possibilities to further tailor the film properties
while still maintaining the favorable aspects of the PVD methods (Ohring, 2002; Lundin
and Sarakinos, 2012).

HiPIMS is a novel method of depositing thin films where the power is supplied in
short highly energetic pulses followed by a long off time gap. The greatest advantage
of the HiPIMS process compared to the other existing PVD methods is the production
of the highly ionized flux of the film forming species towards the substrate (Bohlmark
et al., 2006a; Hajihoseini et al., 2019b) which can be controlled via the substrate biasing
(Alami et al., 2007). This enables tailoring thin films with exceptional properties
such as low surface roughness (Ehiasarian et al., 2003; Hajihoseini and Gudmundsson,
2017), improved adhesion to the substrate (Ehiasarian et al., 2007), and higher hardness
(Paulitsch et al., 2010). In addition, functional properties of thin films such as electrical
(Magnus et al., 2012; Hajihoseini et al., 2018), mechanical (Paulitsch et al., 2010),
optical (Sultan et al., 2019, 2020) and magnetic (Hajihoseini et al., 2019a) properties,
can be engineered when highly ionized flux of sputtered material is available.

However, a high ionized flux fraction commonly comes at a cost of lower deposition
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rate, which has thus far limited the use of HiPIMS in industry (Helmersson et al., 2006;
Lundin and Sarakinos, 2012). There have been a number of attempts to increase the
deposition rate in HiPIMS operation. This includes varying the pulse length (Kon-
stantinidis et al., 2006b; Velicu et al., 2014; Ferrec et al., 2016), chopping the pulse
into a train of shorter pulses (Antonin et al., 2015; Barker et al., 2013), increase the
target temperature (Tesař et al., 2011), varying the magnetic (B) field strength (Čapek
et al., 2013; Bradley et al., 2015; Mishra et al., 2010) modifying the B-field geometry
(Yu et al., 2013; Raman et al., 2015, 2016) adding external B-field in target vicinity
(Bohlmark et al., 2006b; Ganesan et al., 2018). Among these approaches, modifying the
B-field configuration is known as the most effective way of controlling the deposition
rate and ionized flux fraction. However, due to the complexity of controlling the B-field,
there is a lack of systematic study in this area.

The specific aim of the work discussed in this thesis is to systematically explore the
effect of B-field configuration on the HiPIMS process and compare it with the dcMS
process. This includes studying the impact of the B-field strength |B| and geometry
(degree of unbalancing) on the properties of the HiPIMS discharge as well as on
properties of the deposited thin films. The deposition rate and ionized flux fraction
were measured for HiPIMS and dcMS discharges at various B-field configurations.
Those parameters are recorded at various radial and axial positions in front of cathode
target. It enables us to map out a spatial profile of neutrals and ionized sputtered
materials and their connection with the B-field configuration. Lundin et al. (2008)
showed that a significant fraction of the sputtered metal species is deposited sideways
in HiPIMS discharge and suggest it could be one of the reasons for the lower deposition
rate observed. To examine that phenomena and to investigate its relationship with
B-field configuration, the sideways deposition rate and Fflux were measured for both
HiPIMS and dcMS operations. Besides, thin films of vanadium and vanadium nitride
are deposited using two magnets with different magnetic strength and geometry using
both HiPIMS and dcMS methods. The surface roughness, mass density, grain size and
the micro structure of the deposited films are characterized and related to the variation
in magnetic field strength. Combining the results of film deposition and ionized flux
fraction measurement gives a broad picture of the effect of B-field configuration on the
HiPIMS and dcMS process.
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2. Magnetron sputtering discharge

2 Magnetron sputtering discharge

2.1 Sputtering

Sputtering in gas discharges was discovered in the mid 19th century by Grove (1852).
However, the physical principle of sputtering was described much later by Sigmund
(1969, 1987). The basic sputtering process can be described as an ejection of material
from a cathode (target) due to impinging of the positive working gas ions from the
discharge. Positive gas ions passing through the sheath region, that develops next to the
target surface, gain energy and strike the cathode surface and transfer momentum to
the target atoms. Momentum transfer does not affect only the impinging ion and one
target atom, but inside the target collision cascades are formed affecting multiple atomic
layers. If the energy supplied to the target atoms is high enough to break atomic bonds
and the momentum direction is oriented outwards, sputtering occurs. This is shown
schematically in Fig. 2.1. The average number of atoms ejected from the target per
incident ion is called the sputter yield. Besides sputtering the incoming ions can stick
to the target surface, scatter, get implanted in the first few atomic layers, change the
topography of the target surface, or simply transfer heat (Ohring (2002)).

Figure 2.1. Schematic of the sputtering process in a dc diode device. From Pessoa et al.
(2015).

One of the most striking characteristics of sputtering is its universality. Since the
film forming material is converted into vapour phase by a mechanical rather than a
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chemical or thermal process, virtually any material can be deposited. The resulting
coating is held firmly to the surface by mechanical forces, although, in some cases,
chemical bonds may result. Sputtering has proven to be a successful method to coat
a variety of substrates with thin films of electrically conductive or non-conductive
materials. Direct current (dc) can be used to sputter conductive materials, while pulsed
dc or rf is used for non-conductive materials to alleviate arcing from the target (Schiller
et al., 1993).

2.2 DC diode sputtering

In a conventional dc diode sputtering which consists of two conducting electrode,
the sputtering species are inert working gas ions. A gas is introduced at specified
pressure between 2 and 4 Pa (Mattox, 1998). Then a high potential of several thousand
volts is applied between the two electrodes. This applied potential difference results
in an electric field between the electrodes that exerts a force on the free electrons,
caused by cosmic rays and already available in the gas, and accelerates them. These
accelerated electrons collide with gas atoms and ionise them. The ions, thus produced,
are accelerated by the field towards the cathode target and sputter the target material.
The impact of the working gas ions on the cathode target may also release some
electrons from the target. These released electrons, known as secondary electrons,
play an important role in sustaining the discharge. This dc sputtering technique suffers
from the serious drawback of low ionization efficiency that can be improved by the
various ways such applying higher voltage between the electrodes and increasing the
average working gas pressure (Chapman (1980)). Application of high voltage between
the electrodes results in significant target heating and arcing that cause damage to the
coatings being deposited. Increasing the working gas pressure enhances the ionization
efficiency, though the number of sputtered particles that reach the substrate and the
energy of the bombarding particles onto the substrate are significantly reduced, due
to the higher collisions among the particles in the space between the target and the
substrate. This, in turn, results in poor quality coatings and low deposition rate. Due to
these issues the dc diode sputter tool is not in much use today.

2.3 Magnetron sputtering

A possible method to increase the ionization efficiency is to confine the electrons in
the vicinity of the cathode target by using magnetic field. This technique is known
as magnetron sputtering (Gill and Kay, 1965; Kay, 1963). The magnetron sputtering
discharge incorporates a specially shaped magnetic field to a diode sputtering system.
The principle is that the cathode surface is immersed in a magnetic field such that
electron traps are created so that E×B drift currents close in on themselves. The
principle was discovered as far back as the 1930s by Penning (1936) and has been
used in the magnetron sputter deposition context for many decades. In essence, the
operation of a magnetron sputter source relies on the fact that primary and secondary
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2. Magnetron sputtering discharge

electrons are trapped in a localized region close to the cathode in an endless ’racetrack’.
In this manner their chance of experiencing an ionizing collision with a working gas
atom is vastly increased and so the ionization efficiency is increased. This causes the
impedance of the plasma to drop and the magnetron sputter source operates at much
lower voltages (several hundreds volts) than convectional dc diode systems (several kV).
This greater ionization efficiency leads directly to an increase in ion current density
onto the cathode target which is proportional to the erosion rate of the target. Compared
to the formerly used planar dc diode tool, the planar magnetron sputtering discharge
revolutionized the sputter process, by enabling to sputter at much lower working gas
pressures with much higher deposition rate and thin film quality (Chapin (1974); Schiller
et al. (1993)). In addition, substrate heating is reduced and sputtering from the substrate
and chamber walls is avoided (Rohde (1994)). Magnetron sputtering however has one
major drawback, due to the nature of magnetic confinement the plasma is distributed
non-uniformly over the target, which causes uneven ion bombardment, resulting in
inhomogeneous target sputtering. There are two negative effects of the inhomogeneous
target sputtering; first, the thin film is deposited unevenly (Swann, 1987; Kelly and
Arnell, 2000) and second, the area of the target where the highest sputtering erodes and
forms a racetrack. For a circular target, this type of erosion leads to a large amount
of waste, as high as 75 % of the target material is not used. The former issue can
be solved by suitable configuration of the sputter system, such as substrate rotation,
change of substrate position, substrate biasing or optimization of the confining magnetic
field. The latter, the area of highest target erosion (racetrack) where the magnetic field
lines are perpendicular to the target surface, can not be avoided, but can be improved.
Target utilization in a typical planar configuration is 25 – 35 % (Chapin (1974); Braüer
et al. (2010)). By using rotating and tilted magnets it is possible to increase the target
utilization up to 80 % (Iseki (2009)).

A conventional or balanced magnetron sputtering system consists of planar cathode
with permanent magnets placed directly behind the cathode in such a way that magnetic
field lines make a closed loop starting from and ending on the cathode surface. The
magnetron assembly consists of the cathode target and the magnets that create the
confining magnetic field and are often water cooled. The anode, which is usually a ring
placed around the cathode, is often grounded and serves as the plasma boundary.

The magnetron assembly can be configured in two modes of operations i.e. balanced
or conventional and unbalanced, depending on the magnetic configuration. In the
balanced magnetron, the magnetic flux through the outer and inner magnets is identical
(Fig. 2.2.(a)). Thus, the plasma is strongly confined in the target vicinity. Generally
it is difficult to deposit fully dense films on a large, or a complex component using
conventional balanced magnetrons (Musil and Kadlec (1990)) because positioning the
substrate outside of the plasma within the confined region prohibits the growing film
from receiving sufficient ion bombardment. By strengthening and weakening one of the
poles, an unbalanced magnetron can be achieved. Unbalanced magnetron can further
be divided into two modes namely type I and type II depending on the location of the
null field zone. In type I unbalanced magnetron, the null field zone is far from the target
as compared to type II. The strength of the inner magnet is higher than the outer one
which directs some of magnetic field lines toward the side walls (Fig. 2.2.(b)). In type
II the strength of outer magnets is higher and as a result not all magnetic field lines are
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directed to the inner magnet, some are opened towards the substrate (Fig. 2.2.(c)). The
highly ionized plasma is thus not confined as strongly as in the balanced case enabling
the high plasma density area to be prolonged to the substrate. Subsequently, inducing
high ion bombardment of the substrate without a need of biasing the substrate.

Figure 2.2. A schematic of the magnetic design commonly used in magnetron sputtering
discharges. The three cases, (a) balanced, (b) unbalanced type I, and (c) unbalanced
type II. Reprinted from Gudmundsson and Lundin (2020) with permission from Elsevier.

Window and Savvides (1986) studied seven planar magnetrons with differing mag-
netic field configurations. They find the type II magnetron assemblies yielded a five-
to nearly 100-fold increase in the ion current collected by a -100 V probe compared
to the type I magnetron assemblies. The ion to deposited atom ratio measured up to 2
for type II configurations, while for type I it was 0.00025. Thus, type I configuration
provided very little substrate ion bombardment, while type II configuration provided
considerable ion bombardment at low ion energies.

2.4 Direct Current Magnetron Sputtering (dcMS)

There are three general ways of applying power into a magnetron sputtering discharge;
continuous (i.e., dcMS), pulsed (i.e., MPPMS, HiPIMS and other pulsed techniques) and
oscillatory (i.e., RFMS). The most popular and simplest method is using a continuous
power supply known as direct current magnetron sputtering or dcMS. The typical
voltage needed for dcMS process ranges around several hundreds of volts depending on
the target material and the experimental arrangement. The power density is up to 10s of
W/cm2. Up to 80 % of the supplied power is transformed to heat, so efficient cooling is
needed in order to avoid target melting (Vossen and Cuomo, 1978). In dcMS the main
ionized species are those of the working gas, however due to Penning ionisation the
target material ions can also be detected (Christou and Barber, 2000). As a result, dcMS
is known as a line-of-sight process, since it generates mostly neutral sputtered atoms
whose trajectory and energy cannot be easily controlled, therefore rather low pressures
are used to minimize scattering of the sputtered atoms (Lieberman and Gottscho, 1994).
Majority of the sputtered particles have energies of a few eVs, however the tail of the
distribution function ranges up to tens of eVs (Kadlec et al., 1997).

The limitation of the dcMS process however is a low ion flux towards the substrate.
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2. Magnetron sputtering discharge

Ion flux is mandatory for tailoring specific thin films properties (Window and Savvides,
1986). However, ion bombardment can be enhanced by utilizing unbalanced magnetic
field (Kelly and Arnell, 2000; Svadkovski et al., 2002), biasing the substrate (Low et al.,
2014), increasing the ionization by introducing either secondary radio frequency (rf)
discharge (Rossnagel and Hopwood, 1993; Rossnagel, 2000) in the path between the
cathode target and substrate, adding external magnetic field (Yang et al. (2009)), or
using sideways dual magnetron sputtering (Aijaz et al. (2010)). When the sputtered flux
consists of more ions than neutrals, i.e. Γi > Γn, it can referred as ionized physical
vapour deposition (IPVD) (Gudmundsson (2008); Hopwood (2000)). Magnetron sput-
tering methods affiliated to IPVD processes are inductively coupled plasma assisted
magnetron sputtering (ICP-MS) (Rossnagel and Hopwood (1994)), electron cyclotron
resonance assisted magnetron sputtering (ECR-MS) (Musil et al. (1991)), hollow cath-
ode magnetron (HCM) (Klawuhn et al. (2000)) and high power impulse magnetron
sputtering (HiPIMS) (Gudmundsson et al., 2012).
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3. High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HiPIMS)

3 High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputter-
ing (HiPIMS)

3.1 Principle of HiPIMS

The idea behind the HiPIMS technique is to focus the power into highly energetic pulse
in order to create a high density plasma. This ensures a very high ion flux towards the
substrate, enabling to customize thin films properties such as low surface roughness
(Ehiasarian et al. (2003)), improve adhesion to the substrate (Ehiasarian et al. (2007)), or
increase hardness (Paulitsch et al., 2010). The average power supplied to the magnetron
sputtering discharge is however limited by the target cooling. To put the thermal load of
the target under control, HiPIMS has to be operated at low frequency (10 – 5000 Hz)
and low duty cycle (less than 2 %).

Figure 3.3. Trade off between pulse duty cycle and peak power density in magnetron
sputter operation. From Gudmundsson et al. (2012).

The first report on the high power pulse magnetron sputtering technique was pub-
lished by Fetisov et al. (1991) and continued exploration was reported by Mozgrin
(1994), Mozgrin et al. (1995), and Fetisov et al. (1999). However, HiPIMS was finally
noticed when it was introduced by Kouznetsov et al. (1999), where a magnetron sput-
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tering discharge was reported that reached power density of 2600 W/cm2 which led to
ion current density up to 3.4 A/cm2. Such high power density is a distinctive character
of HiPIMS compared to the other pulsed magnetron sputtering methods. Commonly it
is known that there is a trade off between pulse duty cycle and peak power density as
demonstrated in Fig 3.3. Hence, HiPIMS peak power density is two and one orders of
magnitude higher than the conventional dcMS and modulated pulse power magnetron
sputtering (MPPMS), respectively.

The application of the short and intense power pulse to the magnetron target can
lead to electron densities of up to 1019 m−3 in the vicinity of the target. This in turn
enhances the probability of ionization of both the background gas and importantly the
sputtered neutral flux, leading to ionized density fraction at the substrate over 90 %,
depending on the target material and process parameters (Bohlmark et al., 2005).

3.2 Voltage-current waveform

During the HiPIMS pulse the discharge current is time dependent parameter evolving
according to the dominant processes present in the discharge (i.e. ionization, gas rar-
efaction, self-sputtering). Any slight variation of deposition parameter can change the
dominant process which is immediately reflected in the discharge current waveforms.

Figure 3.4. The peak discharge current voltage characteristic of the conventional
magnetron and HiPIMS discharge. n is the exponent in the relationship ID = kVD

n.
Reprinted from Ehiasarian et al. (2002), with permission from Elsevier.

In dcMS discharge, ID−VD characteristic follows the relationship ID = kVD
n, where

the exponent n ranges from 5 to 15 as reported by Rossnagel and Kaufman (1988).
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3. High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HiPIMS)

Ehiasarian et al. (2002) and Alami et al. (2006) found the ID−VD characteristic of the
HiPIMS discharge consisting of two phases, and is shown in Fig. 3.4. At low discharge
currents n is similar to the coefficient found in dcMS discharge while at the higher
discharge currents the exponent changes and additional increasing of target voltage does
not result in increase in the discharge current.

A typical HiPIMS discharge current waveform can be divided into five phases
(Lundin et al., 2020a). Different kind of physical mechanisms are involved in each
phases.

• Phase 1 - Ignition
In this phase although a negative voltage is applied to the target there is a negligi-
ble plasma in the bulk volume of the chamber. However, the discharge ignites as
a localized glow close to the anode where the electric field is very strong. This
delay which takes about 10 µs depends on the working gas pressure (Hajihoseini
and Gudmundsson (2017)) and composition (Hala et al. (2010)), cathode voltage
(Yushkov and Anders (2010)), target material (Hecimovic and Ehiasarian (2011))
and magnetic field (Hajihoseini et al. (2019b)). In order to shorten the delay,
a dc pre-ionizer can be used which can speed up the current rise time by two
orders of magnitude (Poolcharuansin and Bradley, 2010; Revel et al., 2018). A
measurement by Vitelaru et al. (2012) using time-resolved tunable diode-laser
absorption spectroscopy showed a very strong increase of the density of the
metastable working gas atoms (Arm), in the ignition phase as can be seen in Fig.
3.5. A short burst of hot electrons in the range of 70 to 100 eV was detected by
Poolcharuansin and Bradley (2010) within the first 10 µs of the HiPIMS pulse.
It can explain the increase in the number of metastable Arm atoms due to the
electron impact excitation. In addition, the metastable density being built up
practically without any losses which results in sudden rise in the Arm density
(Stancu et al. (2015)).

• Phase 2 - Current rise
In this phase the bulk plasma breakdown occurs which leads to a strong initial
current increase. A strong axial ion current (perpendicular to the target surface)
created toward the edge and the center of the target, where the magnetic field lines
intersect the cathode target (Lundin et al. (2011)). This ion current is produced by
ionization of the neutral working gas by secondary electrons (hot electrons) and
electrons created in the ionization region close to the target (cold electrons). In
phase 2 a dense plasma torus appears above the target race track. In addition, the
metal atom and argon metastable densities build up, while working gas depletion
sets in, mainly due to ionization losses (Huo et al. (2012)). However, Arm density
subsequently decreases due to Penning ionization of the sputtered atoms as well
as electron impact ionization of neutral metastable gas atoms, has come into play
(Vitelaru et al. (2012); Gudmundsson et al. (2015)). As the peak in the discharge
current approaches towards the end of phase 2 there is a strong decrease in the
density of the metastable argon atoms while the neutral argon temperature begins
to increase (Fig. 3.5).

• Phase 3 - current decay (transition)
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Figure 3.5. The black curve displays the HiPIMS discharge current waveform ID(t) of a
200 µs pulse at an Ar working gas pressure of 1.3 Pa, the red curve with circles shows
the temperature of the metastable working gas atoms Arm and the blue curve with
squares is the Arm density. From Vitelaru et al. (2012). © IOP publishing. Reproduced
with permission. All right reserved.

Phase 3 starts with a discharge current decay which can sometimes be significant.
Decrease in the discharge current leads to a greater refill of argon gas from the
surrounding gas reservoir, and therefore the Ar density increases again. As a
result, the metastable density increases as the current decreases which can be seen
in Fig. 3.5. This Phase does not exhibit a steady state and the discharge either
goes into the decay phase characterized by a decrease in the discharge current
or an ion recycling regime (Brenning et al. (2017)) characterized by yet another
discharge current increase or at least a sustained high current mode.

During phase 3, a more extended axial current in the the bulk plasma can be
detected. This is because the bulk plasma density rises remarkably to admit
current closure across the magnetic field lines. It starts at the larger distances
from cathode at first, finally the plasma density grows high enough at the racetrack
and encourage electrons to cross the magnetic field lines.

When the discharge current peaks, a strong reduction of the working gas density
occurs, which is known as gas rarefaction. In fact, the gas rarefaction was
known to exists in dc discharge. Kadlec (2007) introduced gas expansion as
a reason of rarefaction in dcMS where the plasma density is low. He claimed
the expansion is a result of heating due to collisions between the working gas
atoms and the increasing amount of sputtered species as well as reflected working
gas atoms. However, for highly ionized plasma such as HiPIMS, the impact of
ionization of the working gas becomes significant (Huo et al., 2012). Raadu et al.
(2011) showed that the role of electron impact ionization is dominant due to the
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significantly higher plasma densities in the HiPIMS discharge as compared to for
example dcMS.

• Phase 4 - plateau (runaway)
During this phase a dense, plasma torus is now maintained above the target race
track, which leads to considerable ionization in this region (Lundin et al. (2011)).
Axial cross-B current transport is now the dominant fraction of the measured
total current, a significant change compared to phases 1 and 2, where most of the
discharge current crosses the B-field radially and close to the target surface.

Depending on the amplitude of the discharge current two scenarios could happen.

Low discharge current: If the plateau current is lower than the peak current the
plasma density during phase 4 decreases due to working gas rarefaction. As a
result the ionization of the working gas and of sputtered particles reduces which
leads to a reduced sputtering (Lundin et al., 2009). Similar to the dcMS discharge,
the low current discharge mainly consists of neutrals (working gas and sputtered
material). Thus, a modest gas heating and gas depletion is expected similar to
dcMS operation.

High discharge current: This regime typically involves a combination of work-
ing gas recycling and self-sputter recycling, which increases the discharge current
to become higher than the critical current and thereby leads to significantly higher
current compared to the dcMS case. Note that the discharge at such current am-
plitudes is neither defined as being pure working gas sputtering nor self-sustained
self-sputtering, but instead known as working gas-sustained self-sputtering, where
the working gas ion current acts as a seed for a stronger metal ion current (Huo
et al. (2014)). Hala et al. (2010) reported an intense emission from both neutrals
and ions of the sputtered material in this phase. However, there is another possi-
bility referred to as self-sputter runaway. Anders (2008) showed that this regime
requires that self-sputter parameter fulfills πSS = αtβtYSS > 1. Since αt and βt
are always ≤1, for self-sputter runaway YSS > 1 is necessary.

• Phase 5 - afterglow
Afterglow begins when cathode voltage is turned off and thereby discharge current
drops sharply. The HiPIMS discharge plasma can survive for a long time during
the off-time, where a weak electron density (Poolcharuansin and Bradley (2010))
as well as ions from the working gas and the sputtered metal (Hecimovic and
Ehiasarian (2011)) were detected for up to 10 ms after the pulse was switched off.

In the afterglow the electron density decreases steeply in the first 30 µs and then
keeps decreasing slowly up to 3500 µs (Poolcharuansin and Bradley (2010)).
As one can see in Fig. 3.5, the same pattern has been observed for the density
of Arm in afterglow discharge (Vitelaru et al. (2012)). This is due to the rapid
disappearance of the energetic electrons which reduces the rate of electron-impact
population of Arm from the Ar ground state.
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3.3 Deposition rate

For dcMS, the deposition rates are found to be linearly proportional to the power
delivered to the target (Waits (1978)). However, in HiPIMS discharge, by increasing
the discharge current the rate of increasing deposition rate decreases. Generally, the
deposition rate during HiPIMS operation is known to be lower than the dcMS one at the
same average power. As can be seen in Fig 3.6, Samuelsson et al. (2010) observed that
the HiPIMS rates are in the range of 30 — 85 % of the dcMS rates depending on target
material after exploring Ti, Cr, Zr, Al, Cu, Ta, Pt and Ag discharges.

Figure 3.6. Bar graph of deposition rates for dcMS and HiPIMS discharges for the
different target materials (left axis). The ratio of the deposition rate of HiPIMS over
dcMS deposition rate is shown as a scatter plot (right axis). Reprinted from
Samuelsson et al. (2010) with permission from Elsevier.

In the HiPIMS regime, due the pulsed nature of the discharge the situation is more
complex than in dcMS. The applied power can be increased either by increasing the
amplitude of the applied voltage and the current amplitude of the pulses or maintaining
the pulse amplitudes and instead increase the pulse frequency and pulse length. However,
the resulting deposition rates will not be the same (Hajihoseini et al. (2019b)).

A long off time duration between the HiPIMS pulses has a negative effect on plasma
formation, the pulses are so far apart in time that there is a small pre-ionisation effect
left from preceding pulse (Sarakinos et al. (2010)). This should have the major negative
effect on the deposition rate of the thin film as a high amount of energy is consumed
to restart the ionization in each cycle. It turns out that this is not the case, average
deposition rate for the low current HiPIMS is very similar to the dcMS for the same
average supplied power, but as the peak discharge current increases the deposition rate
decreases (Alami et al. (2006)). In addition, Konstantinidis et al. (2006a) found that the
HiPIMS deposition rate increases from 20 % to 70 % of the dcMS values as the pulse
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length is shortened from 20 to 5 µs for the same average power.

3.3.1 Physics behind deposition rate loss

The processes responsible for deposition rate loss in HiPIMS are not fully understood.
However, there have been several suggestions for the cause of the low deposition rate.
These suggestions include:

• Back-attraction of the ionized sputtered material: The neutrals that are sput-
tered off from the target are likely to undergo an ionizing collision in the high
density plasma in the cathode target vicinity. The probability of ionization of
the target atoms is denoted by αt and varies with the plasma conditions. Part of
those ions that are created close enough to the cathode target and also have a low
enough kinetic energy will be back-attracted to the target (Christie, 2005). The
probability of back-attraction is denoted by βt and depends on how far the electric
field extends outside the cathode sheath and into the dense plasma, where most of
the ionization occurs. It is believed that the attraction of the sputtered ions back
towards the target in HiPIMS plays the major role in lowering the deposition rate
(Helmersson et al. (2005)).

• Self-sputtering: Back attracting ionized sputtered material comes with a two-
fold impact. As the self-sputter yield is generally 10 – 15% lower than the yield
of Ar+ ions, the efficiency of sputtering process in HiPIMS is decreased (Anders
(2010)). Also a back attracted ion is lost from forming a film on the substrate.

• Gas rarefaction: Gas rarefaction leads to lower density of the working gas
in front of the target and thus a reduction in the number of ions available for
sputtering. This subsequently leads to a reduction in the deposition rate, in
particular for long pulses.

• Sideways transport of charged particles: Lundin et al. (2008) show that a
significant fraction of the sputtered metal species is deposited sideways. This
enhanced radial transport (across the magnetic field lines) increases the deposition
rates perpendicular to the target surface, but decreases the amount of sputtered
material that reaches a substrate in front of the target. Leroy et al. (2011) carried
out similar investigations using a rotating cylindrical magnetron. However, they
did not observe an increase in sideways deposition and suggest that anomalous
transport might work differently in these devices. However, this we have shown is
not an explanation for lower deposition rate in HiPIMS as the sideways transport
of film forming material is often higher in dcMS operation Hajihoseini et al.
(2020).

• Film effects: HiPIMS is known to produce dense thin films. It is clear that film
with higher density implies a lower thickness at equal number of deposited atoms.
However, this effect can generally expected to be small. In addition, substrate
bombardment is by energetic species can result in re-sputtering from growing
film. This effect can be very significant when the substrate is negatively biased
(Anders (2004, 2010); Hajihoseini et al. (2018)).
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• Non-linear scaling of sputter yield: Deposition rate comparisons between
dcMS and HiPIMS usually carry out at the same average power in the liter-
ature. However, Emmerlich et al. (2008) argue that the nonlinear scaling of the
sputter yield with the cathode voltage is not taken into account (often Y ∝

√
VD)

when comparing dcMS and HiPIMS discharges operated at the same average
power. This would reduce the sputter rate since in HiPIMS operation the target
voltage is significantly higher than for a dcMS discharge. It is therefore not
reasonable to compare the two methods at the same average power. Also, Alami
et al. (2006) address the difference in discharge voltage and discharge current
between dcMS and HiPIMS and suggest that the lower deposition rate in HiPIMS
is at least partially due to a lower average discharge current at the same average
power. They conclude that comparison should be made for the same average
discharge current.

3.3.2 Increasing the deposition rate

There have been extensive attempts to increase the deposition rate in the HiPIMS
process. This includes using short pulses (Antonin et al., 2015), adding positive kick
pulse (Wu et al., 2018), adding secondary discharge (Konstantinidis et al., 2006c),
increasing the target temperature (Anders, 2010), and manipulating the magnetic field
(Čapek et al., 2013).

There are a few reports on utilizing train of micro-pulses to increase the deposition
rate in HiPIMS. The methods such as chopped HiPIMS by Barker et al. (2013) and
Antonin et al. (2015), modulated pulse power magnetron sputtering (MPPMS) by Liebig
et al. (2011) and deep oscillation magnetron sputtering (DOMS) by Ferreira et al. (2014)
are built on this approach. Since the back-attracting electric field disappears at the
pulse end, the available ions in the ionization region at this time will experience an
abruptly lowered βt. As a result, those ions have a considerably higher chance to leave
the ionization region and reach the substrate position. Therefore, by shortening the
pulse length (and increasing the pulse frequency) the number of ions from after glow
which contribute to film forming can be increased significantly.

In another attempt, Konstantinidis et al. (2006c) added an inductive coil, halfway
between the target and the substrate, to make a secondary inductively coupled discharge.
They claim this secondary discharge could be used to minimize the decrease in the
deposition rate as it would increase the conductivity of the inter-electrode volume
plasma and make it easier for the metal ions to leave the magnetic trap (reduced βt).

Wu et al. (2018) report a deposition rate increase of up to 19 % when sputtering Cu
by bipolar HiPIMS. They applied 100 µs long HiPIMS pulses to the target followed
by a 100 µs positive pulse with amplitude of maximum 150 V. The authors believe
that the positive pulse creates a positive sheath at the target which accelerates more
positive ions toward the substrate and thereby increases the deposition rate. However,
implementation of the same method when sputtering Cu by Nakano et al. (2013), Ti by
Britun et al. (2018) and Keraudy et al. (2019) did not lead to a higher deposition rate.

Also, an increase in deposition rate by increasing the target source temperature has
been reported. Vlcek et al. (2009) demonstrated an increase between 1.9 to 2.9 times
in the HiPIMS deposition rate of Ti by increasing the target surface temperature up to
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1700◦C. However, it is likely that part of rate increase is due to sublimation (in particular
the race track zone) and evaporation at these temperatures (Anders (2010); Behrisch
and Eckstein (1993)).

Decrease of the magnetic field strength is a promising way to increase the deposition
rate. Several groups have investigated the effect of magnetic (B) field strength on the
HiPIMS deposition rate using either permanent magnets or electromagnets. Čapek et al.
(2013) reported on the increase of Nb deposition rate by a factor of 5 when they lowered
the B-field placing spacers of different widths behind the cathode. Similarly, Mishra
et al. (2010), found a six fold increase in the deposition rate of Ti by weakening the B-
field by 33 % which led to a weaker electric field in vicinity of the target as shown in Fig
3.7. They proposed a reduced βt, due to the weaker electric field, increases the ion flux
to the substrate. However, Bradley et al. (2015) later analysed the same experimental
data and argued that there was also a lower ionization probability αt at the weaker
magnetic fields. This gives an alternative explanation for the increased deposition rate.
Because at lower αt, ions are replaced by neutrals which are not back-attracted.

Figure 3.7. The plasma potential versus axial distance from the cathode measured at
discharge current maximum. Results for three different B-field configurations are
shown: profiles A (weakest |B|), B, and C (strongest |B|), and with parts marked A-A’,
B-B’, and C-C’. Adapted from Mishra et al. (2010).

There are also reports of a deposition rate increase achieved by guiding the ionized
flux using external magnetic fields. Bohlmark et al. (2006a) placed a coil in front
of magnetron target which carries a current in a way that generated a magnetic field
opposing the field from the center pole of the magnetron assembly. They observed an
increase of 80 % in deposition rate for the sample placed in the front of target while
the deposition rate was strongly decreased on samples placed to the side of the target.
Ganesan et al. (2018) reported on increase in deposition rate by factor of 3 using an
externally applied B-field produced by a solenoid in front of target as well as application
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of substrate bias. They claimed this is a result of enhancement of the ionization of
neutral atoms by broadening in region of intense plasma over the racetrack as well as
improvement in transport efficiency of ions toward the substrate position.

There have also been a few attempts to modify the B-field geometry in order to
improve the deposition rate. This includes the work of Yu et al. (2013) that used a
36 cm diameter copper target with spiral magnet pack assembly, in order to produce
uniform plasma in the substrate vicinity and to improve target utilization. However,
their design suffers from low electron trapping efficiency because of the open B-field
lines in this B-field configuration. As a result, their discharge did not work in the high
discharge current mode and was limited to be ignited at pressures higher than 5 Pa and
target diameter bigger than 10 cm. More recently, Raman and coworkers proposed
new types of the B-field configurations, called ‘epsilon (ε)’ magnet pack (Raman et al.,
2015) and ‘TriPack’ magnet pack (Raman et al., 2016). The new magnet packs lead
to doubling of the deposition rates compared to the conventional magnet assemblies
and also improved deposition uniformity. The increase in deposition rate is achieved by
confinement of the electrons further away from cathode, where metal ions have a better
chance to tackle the potential barrier and thus arrive at the substrate position. Using fast
imaging measurements they demonstrate a more expanded ionization zone (25 % wider
racetrack) in discharges with the ‘ε’ and ‘TriPack’ than running by conventional dipole
B-field configuration. However, those designs encounter some difficulties when scaled
down to a smaller cathode size.

3.4 Ionized fraction of depositing particles

Significant fraction of ionized metal particles is the key feature of the HiPIMS discharge.
To describe this requires knowledge of the absolute fraction of ionized sputtered particles.
Different descriptions have been used in the literature which causes some confusion
concerning the ionized fraction. Three approaches are typically used to describe the
degree (or fraction) of ionization: the ionized flux fraction Fflux, the ionized density
fraction Fdensity and the fraction αt of the sputtered metal atoms that become ionized in
the plasma (probability of ionization). First, following Hopwood (1998), we define the
ionized flux fraction as

Fflux =
Γi

Γi +Γn
(1)

where Γi and Γn are the ion and neutral fluxes of the sputtered species arriving at the
substrate, respectively. Second, the ionized density fraction is defined as

Fdensity =
ni

ni +nn
(2)

where ni and nn are the ion and neutral densities of the sputtered species in the volume,
respectively. Third, the probability of ionization αt was originally introduced by Christie
(2005) when describing a target material pathways model for HiPIMS. It is defined as
the fraction of the total amount of sputtered atoms that are ionized by the magnetron
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plasma. Fflux is the most convenient to measure, as discussed in Section 4.13, and
consequently the most commonly reported fraction of ionization.

3.5 Ionized flux fraction in HiPIMS

Kouznetsov et al. (1999) made the first attempts to estimate the ionized flux fraction
Fflux in a HiPIMS discharge, where they deposited Cu on a substrate at a distance of
6 cm from the target. The experiment was carried out with a pulse discharge power
density of 2.8 kW/cm2 at an Ar working gas pressure of 0.065 Pa. By comparing the
thickness of two thin copper films deposited on a conductive Si substrate using either
an applied bias of +140 V to repel positive ions or -50 V (depositing both neutrals and
ions) they could estimate the Fflux ≈ 70 %. However, there is at least 10 % error in the
reported ionized flux fraction due to the difference in film mass density when depositing
from a combination of ions and neutrals or only from neutrals. In addition, the resulting
error from thickness measurements could be significant due to film roughness.

Macák et al. (2000) continued these measurements using the same HiPIMS system
with a Ti0.5Al0.5 target, pulse power density of 0.6 kW/cm2 at an Ar working gas
pressure of 0.13 Pa. A planar probe with an area of 1.77 cm2 biased to -70 V and was
placed at a distance of 10 cm from the target. The temporal evolution of the measured
ion current on the probe revealed a two-peak structure, which could be deconvoluted
to separate argon and metal ions. By integrating the area below the metal and argon
component of the measured ion current, the authors could calculate the number of
ionized particles depositing on the probe. By measuring the total deposition rate the
ionization flux fraction of deposited particles could be estimated to 40 % with error
margin of 20 % originated from the fitting of the experimentally measured ion current
waveform.

Two decades later, more accurate measurements of the ionized flux fraction have
been carried out by a number of groups using the gridded and grid-less QCM. The details
of instruments are described in Section 4.13. These measurements were performed by
several authors using various targets and discharge conditions. A summary of these
measurements can be seen in Fig. 3.8. A few general features can be tracked in these
measurement:

For peak current densities around 1 A/cm2 and working gas pressures in the range
of 0.5 – 2.0 Pa the Fflux is higher than 50 %. By increasing the working gas pressure up
to 4 Pa, the Fflux exhibits a strong decrease. Typically, increasing peak discharge current
density leads to an increase in the ionized flux fraction. There is no strong dependency
on target material, however, Ti and Al targets exhibit a slightly higher Fflux than a Cu
target. This is probably because the ionization potential of Cu is higher than Ti and
Al as well as a considerably lower electron impact ionization collision cross section
(Samuelsson et al., 2010).
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Figure 3.8. Compiled data on ionized flux fraction measurements in HiPIMS for eight
different material systems. The discharges were operated in either pure Ar or in an
Ar/O2 mixture with the pressure given above each bar (0.05 – 4.0 Pa). The values
inside the bars denote the discharge current density averaged over the entire target
(0.03 – 6 A/cm2). The letters beside the discharge current densities refer to results from
different authors i.e. (a) Kouznetsov et al. (1999), (b) Macák et al. (2000), (c) Vlček et
al. (2007), (d) Kudláček et al. (2008), (e) Poolcharuansin and Bradley (2010), (f)
Lundin et al. (2015), (g) Hubička et al. (2013), (h) Kubart et al. (2014), (i) Meng et al.
(2014), (k) Stranak et al. (2014)(HiPIMS+ECWR), and (m) Stranak et al. (2014)
(HiPIMS). Reprinted from Lundin et al. (2020b), with permission from Elsevier.
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4. Sputtering instruments and plasma characterization

4 Sputtering instruments and plasma char-
acterization

The experimental work was performed using two sputter chambers along with a number
of power supplies and magnet assemblies. The thin film deposition was performed at
the University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland, while the plasma characterization was
performed at Université Paris Sud, Orsay, France.

4.1 Sputtering apparatus

4.1.1 Thin film deposition

Vanadium, vanadium nitride and nickel thin films were deposited in a custom built
magnetron sputtering chamber (Arnalds et al., 2007) located at the University of Iceland
Nanotechnology and Materials Science Centre. The chamber base pressure was 4 ×
10−6 Pa and working gas was argon of 99.999 % purity mixed with nitrogen gas of
99.999 % purity for reactive deposition of vanadium nitride. The flow of injection gases
into the chamber was controlled using mass flow controllers. A throttle valve was used
to adjust the working gas pressure. The vanadium and nickel targets were 75 mm in
diameter and of 99.995 % and 99.95 % purity, respectively.

The substrates used were thermally oxidized Si(001) with an oxide thickness of
100 nm or 1 µm. The substrate temperature was adjusted during growth with a 1.5 inch
(3.8 cm) diameter circular plate heater, separated from the substrate holder by a 2 mm
gap. The substrate holder design is described in more detail by Arnalds et al. (2007).
All depositions were made while keeping the substrate holder grounded. However, in
paper II where the effect of substrate bias voltage was studied, a negative dc bias applied
to the substrate.

For film deposition by HiPIMS discharge, the power was supplied by a SPIK1000A
pulse unit (Melec GmbH) operating in the unipolar negative mode at constant pulse
voltage, which in turn was charged by a dc power supply (ADL GS30). The discharge
current and voltage was monitored using a combined current transformer and a voltage
divider unit (Melec GmbH) and the data were recorded with a the data were recorded
with a custom-made LabVIEW program. The pulse length was 200 µs and the pulse
repetition frequency was 100 Hz. For dcMS operation, a dc power supply (MDX 1 K,
Advanced Energy) was connected to the magnetron.

The results presented in papers I, II and IV are extracted from thin films which were
deposited using above mentioned apparatuses.
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4.1.2 Ionized flux measurement

To measure ionized flux fraction Fflux and deposition rate at various magnetic field
configurations, a custom-built cylindrical vacuum chamber (height 50 cm and diameter
45 cm) made of stainless steel, located at the Laboratoire de Physique des Gaz et
Plasmas—LPGP, Université Paris-Sud, Orsay, France, was used. A base pressure of
4 ×10−6 Pa was achieved using a turbo molecular pump backed by a roughing pump.
The working gas pressure was adjusted to 1 Pa by injecting 50 sccm Ar gas into the
chamber and adjusting a butterfly valve located between chamber and turbo pump.
The deposition system was equipped with a circular 4 inch (10.16 cm) Ti target. The
magnetron assembly, as well as a probe holder used during measurements, was mounted
on movable bellows controlled with millimeter precision, as seen in Figure 4.9. A dc
power supply (SR1.5-N-1500, Technix, Créteil, France) and a HiPIMS power supply
(HiPSTER 1, Ionautics, Linköping, Sweden) were used to ignite the discharge in dc
and HiPIMS operation, respectively. For both cases, an average discharge power was
maintained at 300 W. The HiPIMS pulse was always kept at a constant length of 100 µs
and the discharge was regulated in two different ways. The first mode of operation
is referred to as fixed voltage mode, and was realized by keeping the cathode voltage
fixed during the pulse at -625 V and varying the pulse frequency to achieve the desired
average power. The second operating mode is referred to as fixed peak current mode
and was realized by changing the cathode voltage to maintain the peak discharge current
at ID,peak = 40 A, corresponding to current density JD,peak = 0.5 A/cm2.

Target
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Figure 4.9. Schematic of the magnetron sputtering chamber. The magnetron assembly
and the probe holder with the m-QCM are mounted on movable bellows that can be
controlled with millimeter precision. The red arrows indicate linear motion. From
Hajihoseini et al. (2019b).
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4. Sputtering instruments and plasma characterization

4.2 Magnet assembly

4.2.1 Thin film deposition

To investigate the effect of magnetic field on the film properties, two magnets with
different strength were used. Both magnets are 3 inches in diameter and were purchased
from Angstrom Science. We determine the total magnetic flux of center and ring
magnets (North and South poles). The method allows us to illustrate the balance and
unbalance property of the magnets in a quantitative way. To this end, magnetic flux
density (MDF) was measured at different points of the magnets (close to the surface) to
achieve an average MDF over each magnet. Then the magnetic flux density is multiplied
by the cross-section area of the magnets to achieve the total magnetic flux. By comparing
the magnetic field strength of the two poles, it is easy to determine how unbalanced the
magnetron is. Table 4.1 summarizes measured and calculated specifications of the two
magnets. The magnetic fields were measured in a bench measurement by a Hall probe
over the center of the race track. For the strong magnet, the average out of plane and
in plane magnetic field are 18 and 93 mT, respectively, and for the weak magnet those
are 4 mT and 36 mT, respectively. Moreover, the imbalance coefficient K is calculated
as the ratio of the magnetic fluxes of the center magnet and the outer magnetic ring.
Thus a magnetron is balanced if K = 1. The geometrical imbalance coefficient KG is the
ratio of the distance between the magnetic zero of the magnetron (the point along the
middle axis where B⊥ changes its orientation, i.e. B⊥ = 0) and the target surface, and
the diameter of the erosion groove on the target (Alami et al., 2015). The cross-section
scheme of the magnet assembly is shown in Fig. 4.10. Details on calculations and
definitions of the two coefficients can be found in the work of Svadkovski et al. (2002).

Table 4.1. Measured and calculated specifications of the two magnets which were used
for the thin film deposition of vanadium and vanadium nitride. Both magnets are 3
inches in diameter. Ring thickness refers to the difference between the inner and outer
diameters of the ring magnet. From Hajihoseini and Gudmundsson (2017).

Magnet Center Ring MFD of MFD of magnetic flux magnetic flux K KG
diameter thickness center Ring of center of Ring

[mm] [mm] (average) (average) (total) (total)
Weak 14 10 0.322 T 0.314 T 49 µWb 690 µWb 0.07 1
Strong 30 8 0.396 T 0.367 T 279 µWb 664 µWb 0.42 2.9

4.2.2 Ionized flux measurement

For the sake of ionized flux fraction measurement, the deposition system was equipped
with a circular 4 inch. VTec Magnetron (Gencoa, UK). The magnetron assembly, as
well as a probe holder used during measurements, were mounted on movable bellows
controlled with millimeter precision. This made it possible to perform radial as well
as axial scans with high precision. It is possible to vary the absolute magnetic field
strength |B| as well as the geometry of the magnetic field (degree of balancing) above
the magnetron target by displacing the center magnet (C) and the outer ring magnet
at the target edge (E) using two micrometer screws located on the outer side of the
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Figure 4.10. The cross-section scheme of the planar magnetron which was used for the
film deposition .

magnetron. We refer to each configuration using the displaced distance (in mm) of
each magnet from the target backing plate with the notation CxEy. Thus, the notation
C0E0 refers to a magnetron configuration where the center and outer magnets touch the
backing plate (zero displacement, i.e., the strongest magnetic field above the target).

In paper III and paper V, we investigated seven different magnetron configurations:
C0E0, C5E5 and C10E10, C0E5, C0E10, C5E0, and C10E0. For all of these config-
urations the magnetic field above the target was mapped out using a Lake Shore 425
Gauss meter (Lake Shore Cryotronics, USA) equipped with a Hall probe. The magnetic
field distribution above the target for each configuration is shown in Figure 4.11. Axial
symmetry was assumed. The magnetic null point for the different cases is located at
43 – 74 mm and shown in Fig. 4.12 (b), which determines the ability of the electrons
to escape from the magnetic trap and is a measure of the degree of balancing. For the
configurations investigated, it is seen that a null point is always present and located
fairly close to the target surface, which means that all the configurations are categorized
as unbalanced type II (Window and Savvides, 1986). Note however, that the case C0E10
is only weakly unbalanced, i.e. close to being balanced (znull = 74 mm), whereas C10E0
is strongly unbalanced (znull = 43 mm). Table 4.2 summaries the magnetic field strength
at the race track and null point position for the seven investigated magnet configurations.

4.3 Ionized flux fraction measurement

The IPVD technique has been proven to be able to improve the quality of thin films
deposited and to facilitate uniform coating of objects with complex shapes. The presence
of ionized sputtered material is the main reason for this improvement. Thus, there have
been intensive attempts to increase the fraction of ionized material which raised the need
for a reliable technique to measure the ionization fraction of the flux to the substrate.
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4. Sputtering instruments and plasma characterization

Figure 4.11. The measured magnetic field (flux density B) and field line directions for
the seven magnetic field configurations using 4 inch. VTec Magnetron. Normalized
arrows indicate the magnetic field direction, the color scale indicates the magnitude of
magnetic field |B|=

√
B2

r +B2
z . From Hajihoseini et al. (2019b).
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Table 4.2. The measured magnetic field strength at race track Br,rt and magnetic null
point position znull for the seven investigated magnetic field configurations using
4 inch. VTec Magnetron. From Hajihoseini et al. (2019b).

Magnet Br,rt znull
configuration [Gauss] [mm]

C0E0 238 66
C5E5 161 59

C10E10 111 52
C5E0 181 53

C10E0 137 43
C0E5 217 70

C0E10 213 74

Figure 4.12. (a) ID,peak for HiPIMS discharge operated in fixed voltage mode, and (b)
degree of magnetic unbalance quantified by znull. The dashed lines are drawn to
highlight a saw-tooth pattern which is discussed in the text. The magnet configurations
are sorted based one magnetic field strength from left to right i. e. the C0E0 produced
the strongest and C10E10 produced the weakest magnetic field at the race track. From
Hajihoseini et al. (2020).
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4. Sputtering instruments and plasma characterization

An experiment by Yamashita (1989) used a control mesh grid which was biased
to repel ionized metal. He placed the control mesh grid directly above the sample
holder. By comparing the deposition between a sample with metal ions admitted and a
sample with metal ions repelled, the ionization fraction in the discharge was determined.
Rossnagel and Hopwood (1993) used a gridded quartz crystal micro-balance (g-QCM)
to determine the ionized metal fraction in a dc magnetron sputtering system assisted
by a rf inductively coupled plasma. The g-QCM can measure the deposition rate from
both ions and neutrals separately by changing the bias voltages applied to the grids. The
setup was capable of fast and spatially resolved determination of the ionized fraction
to the substrate. Since then, a few researchers have improved the g-QCM setup and
employed it to various systems. Green et al. (1997) enhanced the reliability of the
instrument at low plasma densities and incorporated it in measurement of ionized Al
flux fraction. Wu et al. (2010) employed the same setup to analyze a hollow cathode
magnetron deposition of Cu. Later on, Poolcharuansin et al. (2012) reported ionized
flux fraction in the range of 30 to 50 % in HiPIMS deposition of Ti by using a g-QCM
instrument.

Figure 4.13. Gridless QCM analyzer. Magnetic field repels the electrons, which
prevents the electrons from reaching the biased top QCM electrode. Reprinted from
Kubart et al. (2014), with permission from Elsevier.

In papers III and VI of this study a gridless m-QCM is employed as an ion meter
to measure the axial and sideways ionized flux fraction in HiPIMS discharge with Ti
target. The design inspired by a modified Katsumata probe (Čada et al., 2013). Kubart
et al. (2014) used this design for investigation of ionized metal flux fraction in HiPIMS
discharges with Ni and Ti (pure and reactive) targets. More recently, Lundin et al.
(2015) used gridless ion meter to study ionized flux fraction of HiPIMS discharges
with Al, Ti and C targets. As can be seen in Fig. 4.13, in this design cylindrical SmCo
magnets with a diameter of 8 mm and length of 5 mm are placed in front of the QCM in
order to prevent electrons from bombarding the crystal. This configuration produces
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localized homogeneous magnetic field of about 0.4 T, which did not influence the
magnetron magnetic field inside the magnetic trap. The QCM control unit with the
oscillator was connected directly to the crystal electrode. The electrode was grounded
for measurements of both ions and neutrals, or biased to +40 V to collect only the
neutrals and repel positive ions. The dc bias voltage was connected to the QCM
collecting electrode through a 1 kΩ resistor, to protect the crystal in case of arcing, and
the ground of the oscillator and the readout unit were connected to the crystal collecting
electrode through a 150 nF capacitor such that dc current was blocked while rf current
could flow from the crystal through this capacitor back to the ground of the oscillator
and give a readout. In this configuration, the top crystal electrode could be readily
biased without any influence on the QCM operation. The ionized fraction of the metal
flux can be calculated from

Fflux =
Rt−Rn

Rt
, (3)

where Rt is the total mass deposition rate and Rn is the mass deposition rate of neutrals.
To minimize errors that originate from QCM crystal heating during the process, the
recording time was kept short, typically less than 120 s. The total error of Fflux was
estimated to be less than 15% for a single result mainly based on the accuracy of the
mass deposition rate determination. No significant collimation of the ions is expected
at this stage since the QCM electrode is grounded during the measurement of the total
deposition rate and plasma potential is typically around 2 – 4 V (Green et al., 1997).
The ion meter was mounted on the probe holder shown in Fig. 4.9 and could thereby
map out the same region of interest as the standard QCM. However, due to interference
with the plasma discharge, it was not possible to move it closer than z≤ 30 mm.

The described gridless ion meter was used to measure ionized flux fraction in papers
III and V. The results are reused in paper VI to determine optimized magnetic field.
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5 Material characterization techniques
Here a brief overview of characterization techniques employed for structural inves-
tigation, surface analysis, and electrical measurements of the sputtered thin films is
given.

5.1 X-ray diffraction

In the current study, X-ray reflectometry was applied to determine the layer thickness,
film mass density and surface roughness. Structural properties of the deposited thin
films were studied by grazing incidence X-ray diffractometry (GIXRD). Complimentary
structural investigation was performed by X-ray pole scan to determine the preferred
crystal orientation of the VN films deposited under various substrate bias voltage.

5.1.1 Principle of X-ray diffraction

For the first time, Laue (1912) found that crystalline materials behave as three-dimensional
diffraction gratings for a X-ray beam. X-ray diffraction (XRD) is based on constructive
interference of monochromatic X-rays in a crystalline sample (Birkholz (2006); Wid-
jonarko (2016)). The X-rays signal originates in elastic scattering of monochromatic
X-ray by core electrons of atoms in a sample. The regularly spaced atoms in a crystal
lattice diffract the X-rays which leads to production of the well-known XRD patterns,
similar to diffraction of visible light by gratings. The principle is based on that an
electron in an alternating electromagnetic field will oscillate at the same frequency as
that of the field. Thus, when an X-ray beam hits an atom, the electrons around the atom
start to oscillate with the same frequency as the incoming beam. Almost in all directions,
we will have destructive interference which is due to combining out of phase waves.
As a result, there will be no energy leaving the solid sample (Widjonarko (2016)). Fig.
5.14 schematically illustrates constructive and destructive interferences. The atoms
in a crystalline form are arranged in a regular pattern, and as a result we will have
constructive interference (Fig. 5.14 (a)). This implies that the waves will be in phase
and there will be well defined X-ray beams leaving the sample in various directions
(Birkholz (2006)). Thus, a diffracted beam can be described as a beam composed of a
large number of scattered rays mutually reinforcing each other. However, the intensities
of obtained peaks are determined by the distribution of the electrons in the unit cell
because the electron density is the highest around an atom. The intensities depend on
the type of atom and their location in the unit cell. Plane waves going through high
electron density areas will reflect strongly, whereas, plane waves passing through low
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electron density will give weak intensities.

Figure 5.14. Different angles of the diffracted waves exhibit (a) constructive and (b)
destructive interference, depending on the path difference. From Murphy (2014).

By scanning the sample through a range of 2θ angles, all possible diffraction
directions of the lattice should be attained. For constructive interference, XRD signal is
known to mathematically follow Bragg’s Law

2d sin(θ) = nλ (4)

Where, d is the separation between the Bragg planes, θ is the Bragg angle, n is the
diffraction order, and λ is the X-ray wavelength. Since each material has a set of unique
d-spacing, conversion of the diffraction peaks to d-spacing allows to chemical identity
of the sample. Typically, this is achieved by comparing the experimentally obtained
results with d-spacing from standard reference patterns.

5.1.2 X-ray Reflectometry (XRR)

X-ray reflectivity is a technique based on specular reflection of X-rays from surfaces
and interfaces. The reflection is based on the different electron densities of the layers.
The method can be used to determine thin film thickness, density, surface roughness,
and multilayer structures in a glancing angle ω/2θ configuration, where the incident
and reflected angle are equal (ω = θ ). Below the critical angle θc, the incident beam
undergoes total external reflection. For θ > θc the reflected intensity starts to fall due to
absorption in the material. A double critical angle can be observed if the film is less
dense than the substrate (Ferrari et al., 2000). In this case the X-rays first penetrate
the film when the incident angle exceeds the film critical angle and are reflected at the
film–substrate interface. Above θc the reflections from different interfaces interfere and
give rise to interference fringes. The period of the fringes along with the fall in intensity
can be used to determine the thickness and roughness of the layers (Gibson, 2011). For
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a mono-layer film, the film thickness can be obtained from

nλ = 2t sinθ

√
1+

η2−1
sin2

θ
, (5)

where n is an integer, λ is the wavelength of incident X-rays, t is the film thickness,
and η is the film’s complex refractive index. To assess properties such as density and
surface roughness, the recorded data can be iteratively fitted with a suitable theoretical
model of the sample, if the film composition is known (Gibson, 2011).

In this study thickness, surface roughness and mass density of deposited films were
determined by low-angle XRR measurements with an angular resolution of 0.005◦.
The experimental data were fitted using the PANalytical X’Pert Reflectivity software
incorporating the Parrat formalism (Parratt, 1954). A low density surface layer on top
of the film had to be included in the model in order to achieve a good fit. This is due to
a formation of oxide or oxynitride surface layer after the films were removed from the
vacuum chamber (Ingason et al., 2009). Figure 5.15 shows measured XRR curves and
corresponding simulated data for Ni thin films deposited by dcMS and HiPIMS under
0◦ and 70◦ tilt angles.

Figure 5.15. The measured (red solid) and simulated (blue dot) XRR data of HiPIMS
and dcMS deposited Ni films under 0◦ and 70◦ tilt angles. The patterns are shifted to
avoid overlapping. From Hajihoseini et al. (2019a).
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5.1.3 Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD)

The penetration depth of X-rays are found to be in the range of 10 – 100 µm. This
is corresponding to the 1/µ value, where µ , is the absorption coefficient. However,
in most thin-film studies the film thickness is remarkably smaller which causes a
significant fraction of the diffraction pattern to originate from the substrate rather than
the deposited thin film structure (Birkholz, 2006). In other word, when film thickness is
in the few nanometer range, negligible information from structural properties can be
gained using symmetric θ : 2θ configuration. This is due to the short path traveled by
the X-ray in the sample, which is not long enough for typical Bragg angles to deliver
sufficient X-ray reflections and leads to unacceptable signal-to-noise ratio. In such
cases, a complementary X-ray diffraction technique have been introduced as discussed
by Widjonarko (2016), for which the primary beam enters the sample at very small
angles of incidence and hence named as grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD).
This small angle of incidence leads to a significant increase in the path traveled by the
X-rays and the structural information contained in the diffractogram to come primarily
from the thin film.

As can be seen in Fig. 5.16, the GIXRD configuration is asymmetric and the angle
between the incoming beam and the sample surface is very small. This angle is often
denoted by α . The GIXRD measurement is performed when α is kept constant, while
the detector is moved along the 2θ circle. This is the main difference compared to
the symmetric configuration where the entrance angle θ is also changed during the
measurement (Birkholz, 2006; Widjonarko, 2016).

Figure 5.16. The geometry in grazing incidence diffraction is characterized by a small
angle α that is kept constant during the measurement. From Birkholz (2019).

In papers I, II and IV GIXRD analysis were carried out to determine the structural
properties of vanadium, VN, and Ni thin films. The analysis was performed using a
Philips X’pert diffractometer (Cu Kα , wavelength 0.15406 nm) mounted with a hybrid
monochromator/mirror on the incident side and a 0.27◦ collimator on the diffracted side.
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A line focus was used with a beam width of approximately 1 mm. The GIXRD scans
were carried out with the incident beam at α = 1◦.

5.1.4 X-ray pole figure

Control over crystal orientation and the degree of preferred orientation is crucial in thin
film deposition due to its effect on the functional properties of the thin films.

Historically, a combination of the Electron Back Scatter Diffraction (EBSD) and
the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) has been used for determining crystal ori-
entation and distribution in the field of material science. However, nowadays many
X-ray diffraction machines are capable of doing more complex measurements such as
determining the pole figure. Pole figure by X-ray diffraction has two advantages over
EBSD and SEM. Firstly, it allows the texture analysis of samples with larger area, and
secondly, the measurement can be performed at ambient condition or even at controlled
temperature environment.

Pole figure measurement is based on the XRD technique. In this method diffracted
intensity is collected when the diffraction angle (2θ ) is fixed while two other geometrical
parameters, α and β , are being varied. α (ψ) is deviation from sample surface normal
direction and β (φ ) is rotation angle around sample surface normal direction (Mahieu
et al., 2006). Generally, the center and the outer end of the pole figure are defined as
α = 0◦ and α = 90◦, respectively. At α = 0◦ the lattice plane normal is parallel to the
sample surface and thus α = 0◦ means the lattice plane normal is perpendicular to the
sample. β indicates the rotation angle around the sample surface normal and starts at the
top the figure and is circularly coordinated with a counter clockwise rotation. Hereby, 9
o’clock and 3 o’clock are defined as β = 90◦ and β = 270◦, respectively. (Fig. 5.17).

The variation in intensity at fixed β along a varying α is due to the tilting motion.
On the other hand, twisting motion corresponds to the intensity variation along varying
β at a fixed α (Nagao and Kagami, 2011). The latter configuration is often used for the
in-homogeneity analysis. For an accurate quantitative analysis such as for determining
the degree of preferred orientation, the intensity needs to be normalized using the data
obtained from a reference sample with randomly oriented crystallites.

In this study the pole figure measurement was carried out to explore the texture
of vanadium nitride thin films deposited under various substrate bias, as discussed in
paper II. Briefly, a pole scan was performed for a specific d-spacing, i.e. a fixed θ −2θ

peak while the specimen is rotated in-plane (φ ) at different out-of-plane (ψ) angles.
Normally, a single pole scan is not enough to fully determine the orientation distribution
within a specimen. Thus, pole figures were obtained for the (111), (200) and (220)
planes at corresponding peaks. However, since our films are polycrystalline the main
focus of the present study is on the pole figure for the (111) and (200) planes. The pole
scans were performed at 2θ peaks of 37.611◦, 43.697◦ and 63.533◦ for each sample
using 0.25◦ slit and 90◦ and 360◦ rotation respectively for ψ and φ with a step size 3◦

and 4 s counting time at each step. The pole figures of a bare substrate were subtracted
from original pole figures of the films for clarity. Fig. 5.18 illustrates pole figures of the
(111) and (200) planes of VN films deposited at -50 V substrate bias voltage.

.
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Figure 5.17. α and β of pole figure measurement. Reprinted from (Nagao and Kagami,
2011).

Figure 5.18. Pole figures of (a) (111) and (b) (200) planes for VN films which were
deposited by HiPIMS at -50 V substrate bias voltage. Reprinted from Hajihoseini et al.
(2018) with permission from Elsevier.
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5.2 Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

AFM is part of a microscopy method group called scanning probe microscopy (SPM),
which is used to map the topography and to study the properties of material on a nano-
scale. AFM was first invented at IBM Zurich by Binnig et al. (1986), based on the
principle of scanning tunneling microscope (STM) which was invented in 1981. But
unlike STM, which is limited to conducting samples, an AFM can also be used for
characterization insulating samples. In AFM the probing tip is a spring like cantilever
with one end fixed and the other end having tip that interacts with the sample surface
(Binnig et al., 1987). The tip that is attached to the free end of the cantilever comes in
contact or close proximity of the sample surface. Thus attractive or repulsive forces
as a result of interactions between the tip and the surface, cause either a negative or
positive bending of the cantilever (Jagtap and Ambre, 2006) which can be translated to
topographic information of the sample.

The force between tip and sample can be measured using the deflection of the
cantilever. The cantilever behaves as a spring and its deflection is proportional to the
force between tip and sample surface. The force can be determined by measuring the
bending of the cantilever if the spring constant of the cantilever k is known. Hooke’s
law gives

F =−kz, (6)

where F is the force and z is the distance the cantilever spring is bent relative to its
equilibrium position without the sample present. The deflection of the lever is measured
using a laser beam reflected from the back of the cantilever into a split photo diode as
shown in Fig. 5.19.

Figure 5.19. A schematic of the atomic force microscopy operation. From Voigtländer
(2015).
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An AFM system can be operated in two modes based on the tip-sample situation.

Static mode (contact mode)
In the static mode, the surface contour is mapped while the tip-sample distance

is kept constant. For this aim, the corresponding changes in the z-position, which is
required to maintain a constant tip-sample distance (i.e. constant force), correspond
to the topography of the sample. The operating mode is called contact mode if the
measurement is performed in the repulsive regime of the force-distance curve since the
last atoms of the tip are in direct contact with the surface atoms (Voigtländer, 2015,
Chapter 1).

Dynamic mode (non-contact mode)
In the dynamic mode, the cantilever vibrates close to its free resonance frequency

during scanning the surface. When the AFM tip approaches the surface, the interaction
between the tip and sample changes the resonance frequency of the cantilever. The tip-
sample force can be expressed by a second spring behaving in addition to the cantilever
spring. This additional spring changes the resonance frequency of the cantilever and
thereby changes the cantilever amplitude. The change of amplitude can be used as a
scheme of force detection and can be used as the feedback signal for regulating the
tip-sample distance (Voigtländer, 2015, Chapter 1).

In this study, an AFM is utilized to explore the surface topography of VN films in
Paper I (contact mode) as well as for thickness measurement of Ni thin film in Paper
IV (non-contact mode). The employed AFM machine is a Park System, PSIA XE-100,
mounted over Table Stable, TS-155 and utilizes a Light Bank LS-F100HS for live
imaging. The software used to examine the topographic images is a XEP 1.8.0 Data
Acquisition Program and Gwyddion (32-bit) software.

5.3 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is an instrument that creates magnified images
which reveal microscopic-scale information on the size, shape, composition, crystallog-
raphy, and other physical and chemical properties of a specimen. The principle of the
SEM was developed theoretically by Knoll (1935) and Knoll and Theile (1939) with the
first true SEM being developed by Von Ardenne (1938). The basic operating principle
of the SEM involves the creation of a finely focused beam of energetic electrons by
means of emission from an electron source. The energy of the electrons in this beam, is
typically selected in the range from 0.1 to 30 keV. After acceleration to high energy, the
electron beam is modified by series of apertures, magnetic and electrostatic lenses, and
electromagnetic coils in order to reduce the beam diameter. The basic construction of
the SEM is shown in Fig. 5.20. The beam has to be scanned in a raster (x-y) pattern
at a series of closely spaced but discrete locations on the sample. At each location in
the scan pattern, the interaction of the electron beam with the specimen produces two
out going electron products, backscattered electrons (BSEs), and secondary electrons
(SEs). These outgoing electron signals are measured at each beam location using one
or more electron detectors, a SE detector which is sensitive to both SEs and BSEs
and a BSE detector that is insensitive to SEs. The measured signal at each individual
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raster scan location on the sample is digitized and recorded into computer memory,
and is subsequently used to determine the gray level at the corresponding location of a
computer display screen, forming a single pixel.

Figure 5.20. Basic construction of SEM. From Marturi (2013).

Secondary-Electron Images
Any energy lost by a primary electron beam must appear as a gain in energy of the

atomic electrons that are responsible for the inelastic scattering. If these electrons are
valence or conduction electrons weakly bound to atomic nuclei, only a small part of
this acquired energy will be used to release them from the confinement of a particular
atom. The rest will be retained as kinetic energy, allowing the ejected electrons to travel
through the solid as SEs. Those SEs which are created close enough to the surface may
escape into the vacuum. On average, the escaping secondaries are generated only within
2 nm below the surface, which is called the escape depth. As a result, the SE image is
mainly a property of the surface topography of the specimen rather than any underlying
structure.

Backscattered-Electron Images
A backscattered electron (BSE) is a primary electron that has been ejected from

a solid by scattering angle greater than 90◦. Because elastic scattering involves only
a small energy exchange, most BSEs escape from the sample with energies close to
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the primary-beam energy. The secondary and backscattered electrons can therefore be
distinguished on the basis of their kinetic energy. Fig 5.21 shows the energy distribution
of the electrons emitted from a specimen. Since the cross-section for high-angle elastic
scattering is proportional to Z2, we can expect strong atomic-number contrast in a
SEM images that used BSEs as signal for imaging. In practice the fraction of primary
electrons that escape as BSE increases with atomic number. In general, BSE images
show contrast due to variations in chemical composition of a specimen, whereas SE
images reflect mainly its surface topography. In the case of a BSE image, the depth
from which the information originates is significantly larger than from a SE image. For
electron beam energies above 3 kV, this depth is on the order of hundreds of nm which
is considerably larger than the SE escape depth which is shorter than 2 nm (Egerton,
2016, Chapter 5).

Figure 5.21. Energy distribution of electrons emitted from the SEM specimen. From
Egerton (2016, Chapter 5).

Electron beam size
The electron current can affect the quality of an image drastically and needs to

be optimized depending on the specimen properties. A small beam diameter can be
selected for high spatial resolution imaging, with extremely fine scale detail. However, a
negative consequence of choosing a small beam size is that the beam current is reduced
as the inverse square of the beam diameter. Low beam current means that visibility
is compromised for features that produce weak contrast. On the other hand, a high
beam current improves visibility of low contrast objects. For any combination of beam
current, pixel dwell time, and detector efficiency there is always a threshold contrast
below which features of the specimen will not be visible. This threshold contrast
depends on the relative size and shape of the feature of interest. The visibility of large
objects and extended linear objects persists when small objects have dropped below
the visibility threshold. This threshold can only be lowered by increasing the beam
current, pixel dwell time, and detector efficiency. Selecting higher beam current means
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a larger beam size, causing resolution to deteriorate. Thus, there is a dynamic contest
between resolution and visibility leading to inevitable limitations on feature size and
feature visibility that can be achieved (Goldstein et al., 2018, Chapter 8).

Two SEM machines were employed to explore the thin film properties. In Paper I,
the surface and cross section features of the vanadium nitride films were studied using
a FEI Nova 200 dual beam machine, focused ion beam-scanning electron microscope
systems (FIB-SEM). The acceleration voltage of the electron and ion beam were set
to 10 and 30 kV, respectively. The FIB was applied to prepare the samples in order to
take cross sectional SEM images. The working distance was kept at 5 mm for all the
images presented. In Paper IV, the cross section of the Ni films were studied using a
Leo Supra 25 scanning electron microscope. For this purpose the acceleration voltage
of the electron beam was set to 20 kV and the working distance was kept at 3.5 mm.

5.4 Electron Micro-Probe (EMP)

The first electron micro-probe analyzer (EMP) was developed in the early 1950s by
Castaing (1952) at the University of Paris, France. The instrument excites X-rays
from a small region in the range of a few micrometers on a sample using a focused
electron beam. The wavelength distribution of the excited X-rays is analyzed by crystal-
diffraction spectrometers. Elemental composition can then be identified using Moseley’s
law which uniquely relates the wavelength of each observed spectral line to a specific
element through the relationship

1/λ = k(Z−σ)1/2 (7)

where λ is the X-ray wavelength, k is a constant for each spectral-line series, Z is the
atomic number of the element which emitted X-rays, and σ is a constant correlated with
the atomic screening effects. In order to perform quantitative analysis, a standard sample
is needed. This is done by converting measured X-ray line intensities, normalized by
pure elemental-standard intensities, to compositions using a variety of reasonably well-
developed fundamental parameter quantitation schemes. Samples for EMP analysis are
normally solid with smooth surface. The desired regions to be analyzed are selected by
using a light microscope placed co-axially with the electron optical system. In addition,
majority of EMPs come with secondary-electron detectors, electron-deflection systems,
and cathode ray tube (CRT) displays which allow them to be operated as a SEM. This
feature makes it possible to obtain elemental distribution information in one dimension
(line scans) or in two dimensions (distribution maps) (Lifshin, 2001).

In Paper II of this study, EMP was performed using the JEOL JXA-8230 Super-
probe. For all analyses an electron beam with the accelerating voltage of 15 keV and
and the beam current of 10 nA and the spot size of 10 µm were utilized. A VN film
was used as a standard for nitrogen. For nitrogen, the counting time was 480 s on the
peak and 120 s for each of the lower and higher backgrounds. To minimize the noise
effect, an average of 5 measurement points on each sample is reported.
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5.5 Four-point probe resistivity measurement

The specific electrical resistance or resistivity ρ of a solid is used to classify metals,
semiconductors and insulators. This quantity is extremely important and is widely used
for the characterization of materials as well as sophisticated device structures, since
it influences the series resistance, capacitance, threshold voltage and other essential
parameters of many devices, e.g. diodes, light emitting diodes (LEDs) and transistors
(Sze and Ng, 2006).

Precise measurement of the resistance is closely related to other metrological units.
In general, when an electric field E is applied to a material it causes an electric current.
In the diffusive transport regime, the resistivity ρ of the isotropic material is defined by
the ratio of the electric field and the current density J:

ρ = E/J, (8)

Thereby, the resistivity of the material is measured in Ωcm, the electric field in
V/cm and the current density in A cm−2. Experimentally, a resistance R is deduced
from the ratio of an applied voltage V and the current I. Only when the geometry of the
set-up is well-known can the resistivity be accurately calculated.

Figure 5.22. Schematic of the four-point probe configuration for measuring sheet
resistivity.

The most common technique used to measure resistivity in semiconductors or thin
films is the four-point probe method. The set-up consists of four-point collinear probes,
where a constant current is applied in the two outer probes and the voltage drop is
measured in the inner probes as demonstrated in Fig. 5.22. Then, the sheet resistivity is
given by

σ = CF× V
I
, (9)

where CF is the correction factor based on the ratio of the probe to wafer diameter and
on the ratio of wafer thickness to probe separation. If the spacing between the probe
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points is constant, and the conducting film thickness is less than 40 % of the spacing,
and distance from any probe to the nearest boundary is more than 4 times the spacing
distance from the measurement point, the sheet resistance is given by

σ =
π

ln2
× V

I
, (10)

The thickness of the film t and its resistivity are related to σ by

ρ = σ × t (11)

Therefore, if the thickness of a film is known the resistivity can be calculated (Miccoli
et al., 2015).

In Paper II, the electrical resistivity of the VN films was measured using a linear
four-point probe station with a tip diameter of 200 µm and a probe distance of 1 mm.
Voltage-current waveforms were recorded through a Kiethley 2400 source meter and
custom made Labview software. The current was swept from -100 mA to 100 mA and
the corresponding voltage was recorded. To minimize the error arising from placement
of the probes the resistivity was averaged over four separate measurements on each
sample.
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6 Summary of papers

Paper I: Vanadium and vanadium nitride thin films grown by high power impulse
magnetron sputtering

We demonstrate the growth of vanadium and vanadium nitride thin films by non-
reactive and reactive HiPIMS, respectively, while varying the magnetic field strength.
We see that mixture of 5 sccm N2 and 40 sccm Ar is sufficient to grow δ -VN polycrys-
talline films as can be seen in diffractogram of Fig 6.23. We explored the influence of
the stationary magnetic confinement field strength on the film properties and the process
parameters. The deposition rate is found to be much lower for non-reactive sputtering
by HiPIMS than for dcMS. Furthermore, for both dcMS and HiPIMS the deposition
rate is lower for strong magnetic confinement.

Figure 6.23. GiXRD pattern from vanadium nitride films which were grown by HiPIMS
at different nitrogen flow rates with weak confinement magnet, at 0.9 Pa, 150 W average
power, pulse length 200 µs and repetition frequency of 100 Hz. The GiXRD patterns
are shifted to aid peak identification. From Hajihoseini and Gudmundsson (2017).

Structural characterization was carried out using X-ray diffraction and reflection
methods as well as AFM and SEM. Both dcMS and HiPIMS deposited vanadium films
are polycrystalline with similar grain size regardless of magnetic field strength. For
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dcMS deposited vanadium films the surface roughness is higher when we use a strong
magnetic field. For both non-reactive growth of vanadium and reactive growth of vana-
dium nitride the HiPIMS process produces denser films with lower surface roughness
than dcMS does. Lowering the magnetic field strength increases the deposition rate sig-
nificantly for reactive HiPIMS while it increases only slightly in the reactive dcMS case.
The films deposited by HiPIMS with strong magnetic confinement exhibit higher density
and lower surface roughness. We find that the operating pressure, growth temperature,
cathode voltage and film thickness has influence on the properties of HiPIMS deposited
vanadium nitride films. The films are denser when grown at high substrate temperature
and high cathode voltage and low pressure such as < 1 Pa. The mass density of those
films are inversely proportional to its thickness and thicker films consist of larger grain
size. In all conditions, higher density coincides with lower surface roughness. Thus, the
deposition method, the magnetic field strength, growth temperature, cathode voltage,
film thickness and growth pressure have a significant influence on the film quality and
structural properties, including the grain size for the various orientations.
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Paper II: Effect of substrate bias on properties of HiPIMS deposited vanadium
nitride films

We explored the effect of substrate bias on the structure, texture, composition and
electrical resistivity of HiPIMS deposited VN films. The optimum substrate bias is
found to be -50 V, which gives the highest film density, the lowest electrical resistivity,
and the lowest surface roughness at the highest deposition rate as demonstrated in
Fig 6.24. We demonstrate how increasing the substrate bias voltage leads to a highly
textured film. The preferred orientation of the film changes from (111) to (200) as
the substrate bias voltage is increased. An X-ray pole scan shows that the (111) plane
grows parallel to the SiO2 substrate when the substrate is grounded while it is gradually
replaced by the (200) plane as the substrate bias voltage is increased up to -200 V. The
lowest electrical resistivity is measured as 48.4 µΩcm for the VN film deposited under
substrate bias of -50 V. This is among the lowest room temperature resistivity values that
have been reported for a VN film. We found that the nitrogen concentration presents a
decline by 6.5 percentage points as the substrate bias is changed from ground to -200 V.

Figure 6.24. (a) Film mass density, (b) deposition rate, and (c) surface roughness of
vanadium nitride films deposited as a function of substrate bias voltage. Data extracted
from XRR measurement and all films are deposited at 0.9 Pa, 250 W average power,
pulse length of 200 µs and repetition frequency of 100 Hz. Reprinted from Hajihoseini
et al. (2018), with permission from Elsevier.
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Paper III: The effect of magnetic field strength and geometry on the deposition
rate and ionized flux fraction in the HiPIMS discharge

The effect of the magnetic confinement on the deposition rate and the ionized flux
fraction was explored for both dcMS and HiPIMS deposition from a Ti target. The
HiPIMS discharge was run in two operating modes. The first one we refer to as ’fixed
pulse voltage mode’ where the cathode voltage is kept fixed during the pulse at -625 V.
The second mode we refer to as ’fixed peak current mode’ is carried out by adjusting
the cathode voltage maintain the peak discharge current at 40 A. In both modes, the
pulse repetition frequency is varied to achieve the desired time average power (300 W).
Our results show that the dcMS deposition rate is barely sensitive to |B| variations while
the deposition rate during HiPIMS operated in fixed voltage mode changes from 30 %
to 90 % of the dcMS deposition rate. However, when operating the HiPIMS discharge
in fixed peak current mode the deposition rate is almost independent of |B| while it is
sensitive to the degree of balancing. In fixed voltage mode, the higher the deposition
rate, the lower the Fflux. In the fixed current mode, although the same deposition rate,
the weaker |B| strength results in a higher Fflux which can be seen in Fig 6.25.
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Figure 6.25. The Ti ionized flux faction in a HiPIMS discharge using various magnet
configurations. The values measured at 7 cm axial distance over center of the cathode.
From Hajihoseini et al. (2019b).

Thickness uniformity measurements illustrate that the dcMS deposition rate is hardly
sensitive to |B| while both HiPIMS modes are highly sensitive to |B|. The HiPIMS
deposition rate uniformity can be 10 % lower up to 10 % higher than the dcMS rate
depending on |B|. We show that when operating a HiPIMS discharge in fixed voltage
mode, the ionization probability is varied with |B| and βt remained roughly constant,
while, in the fixed current mode, βt varied with |B| and at remained roughly constant.
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Paper IV: Oblique angle deposition of nickel thin films by high power impulse1magnetron
sputtering

Oblique angle deposition is known for encouraging columnar grain growth which is
tilted in the direction of the deposition flux. Deposition using this technique combined
with HiPIMS can induce unique properties in ferromagnetic thin films. We report on
the deposition of 50 nm polycrystalline nickel thin films by dcMS and HiPIMS as the
tilt angle with respect to the substrate normal is varied from 0◦ to 70◦. The HiPIMS
deposited films are always denser, with a smoother surface and are magnetically softer
than dcMS deposited films for otherwise same deposition conditions. The obliquely
deposited HiPIMS films are significantly more uniform in terms of thickness. The cross
sectional SEM images which are shown in Fig 6.26 reveal that the dcMS deposited film
under 70◦ tilt angle consists of well defined inclined nano-columnar grains while grains
of HiPIMS deposited films are smaller and less tilted. Both deposition methods result
in in-plane isotropic magnetic behavior at small tilt angles while larger tilt angles result
in uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. The transition tilt angle varies with deposition method
and is measured around 35◦ for dcMS and 60◦ for HiPIMS.

Figure 6.26. Cross sectional SEM image of the nickel films which are deposited by (a)
HiPIMS, and (b) dcMS methods at 70◦ substrate tilt angle, at 0.6 Pa, and 150 W
average power. From Hajihoseini et al. (2019a).
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Paper V: Sideways deposition rate and ionized flux fraction in dc and high power
impulse magnetron sputtering

The effect of magnetic field strength |B| and geometry (degree of balancing) on the
deposition rate and ionized flux fraction radially, sideways, perpendicular to the target
surface, is explored experimentally in HiPIMS when depositing titanium. We observe a
significant deposition of the film forming material parallel to the target surface. This
sideways deposition decreases with increasing axial distance from the target surface.
The sideways deposition rate is always the highest in dc operation while it is lower for
HiPIMS operation. The magnetic field strength has a strong influence on the sideways
deposition rate in HiPIMS but not in dcMS. Furthermore, in HiPIMS operation the
radial ion deposition rate is always at least as large as the axial ion deposition rate,
and often around two times higher. Thus there are significantly higher number of ions
traveling radially in the HiPIMS discharge. A comparison of the total radial as well as
axial fluxes across the entire investigated plasma volume between the target and the
substrate position allows for revised estimates of radial over axial flux fractions for
different magnetic field configurations. As can be seen in Fig 6.27 the relative radial
flux of film forming material is greater in dcMS compared to HiPIMS for almost all
cases investigated. We therefore conclude that the commonly reported reduction of the
(axial) deposition rate in HiPIMS compared to dcMS does not seem to be linked with
an increase in sideways material transport in HiPIMS.

Figure 6.27. The integrated sideways deposition rate across the cylindrical surface
extending from z = 30 to 70 mm divided by the integrated sideways deposition rate
across the bottom surface at z = 70 mm for dcMS and HiPIMS discharges. All data was
recorded using a standard QCM. From Hajihoseini et al. (2020).
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Paper VI: Optimization of HiPIMS discharges: the selection of pulse power, pulse
length, gas pressure, and magnetic field strength

The main goals in a HiPIMS operation are to achieve high ionized flux fraction
of the sputtered target material and high deposition rate. We demonstrate that the
former always comes at the cost of the latter. This makes a choice necessary, which
we call the HiPIMS compromise. We here propose that this compromise is most easily
made by varying the discharge current amplitude, which opens up for optimization
of additionally four external process parameters: the pulse length, the working gas
pressure, the magnetic field strength, and the degree of magnetic unbalance to achieve
the optimum combination of the ionized flux fraction and the deposition rate.

Figure 6.28. A flow chart which shows the main influences from the external process
parameters (to the left), through internal processes represented by the parameters αt
and βt (in the middle column), and finally to the two flux parameters Fi,flux and FDR,sput
that are to be optimized (to the right). Green (filled) arrows indicate a co-correlation,
and red (unfilled) arrows mark a counter-correlation. The widths of the arrows indicate
the strength of their influence. From Brenning et al. (2020)

As a figure of merit, useful for comparing different discharges, we identify (1−βt )
which is the fraction of ionized sputtered material that escapes back-attraction toward
the cathode target. We show that a discharge with a higher value of (1−βt) always
can be arranged to give better combinations of ionization and deposition rate than a
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discharge with a lower (1−βt). Maximization of (1−βt) is carried out empirically,
based on measured data from two discharges with Ti targets in Ar working gas. These
discharges were first modeled in order to convert measured plasma parameters to values
of (1−βt). The combined effects of varying the different process parameters were
then analyzed using a process flow chart model. The effect of varying the degree of
unbalance in the studied range was small. For the remaining three parameters, we
find that optimum is achieved by minimizing the magnetic field strength, minimizing
the working gas pressure, and minimizing the pulse length as far as compatible with
the requirement to ignite and maintain a stable discharge. Fig 6.28 illustrates how the
process parameters affect flux parameters (ionized flux fraction and deposition rate)
through discharge parameters (αt and βt).
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7. Conclusions

7 Conclusions
In conclusion, this thesis discusses the influence of the confining magnetic field on film
properties, on one hand, and on the discharge properties, the deposition rate and ionized
flux fraction in HiPIMS discharge, on the other hand. To systematically study the role
of magnetic field experimentally, a variable magnet assembly capable of manipulating
magnetic configuration and strength is used with a Ti target. For HiPIMS operated in the
fixed pulse voltage mode, we found that there is a trade-off between the deposition rate
(decreased by more than a factor of two) and the ionized flux fraction (increased by a
factor of 4 – 5). The back attraction probability of the ions of the sputtered material in a
HiPIMS discharge was found to be high and roughly constant independent of magnetic
field strength and the ionization probability of the sputtered species increased with
increasing magnetic field strength due to a increased discharge current when operating
in the fixed pulse voltage mode. For HiPIMS operated in the fixed peak current mode,
we found concurring, but smaller trends in the two parameters: decreasing magnetic
field strength improved both the deposition rate (by 38 %) and the ionized flux fraction
(by 53 %). When operating in the fixed peak current mode, the ionization probability
of the sputtered species was roughly constant while the parameter (1−βt) increased
roughly 30 % with decreasing magnetic field strength. In short, when operating a
HiPIMS discharge in fixed voltage mode, the ionization probability αt at varied with
magnetic field strength and βt remained roughly constant, while, in the fixed peak
current mode, βt varied with magnetic field strength and at remained roughly constant.

These results are in line with properties of vanadium and vanadium nitride films
deposited using two magnets with different characteristics. The films deposited by
HiPIMS with strong magnetic confinement were generally denser and exhibited lower
surface roughness. Higher film density and lower surface roughness can be explained
by higher amount of available ionized sputtered species that we expect using stronger
magnet. In addition, lowering the magnetic field strength increases the deposition rate
significantly for non-reactive and reactive HiPIMS while it increases only slightly in the
dcMS case. In this case, the films are less dense with rougher surface which is expected
when ionized flux fraction is low.

A lower deposition rate compared to dcMS is the main drawback of the HiPIMS
process. Besides back attraction of ionized material, sideways transport of sputtered
material has been suggested to play an important role in the loss of axial HiPIMS
deposition rate. To study this hypothesis, we placed an ion meter at the edge of the
target cathode and perpendicular to the target surface. We observed that a significant
portion of the sputtered material is deposited radially. For the same operating conditions,
the sideways deposition rate is always the highest in dc operation while it is lower for
HiPIMS operation, which is in line with our axial deposition rate measurements at the
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substrate position. This radial deposition rate decreases with increasing axial distance
from the target surface. Furthermore, depending on the magnetic field configuration,
the radial ion deposition rate is 1 – 2 times higher than the axial ion deposition rate.
Thus, there are significantly higher number of ions traveling radially than axially in
the HiPIMS discharge. A comparison of the total radial as well as axial fluxes across
the entire investigated plasma volume between the target and the substrate position
allows for revised estimates of radial over axial flux fractions for different magnetic
field configurations. It is here found that the total radial flux of film forming material is
greater in dcMS compared to HiPIMS for almost all cases investigated. We therefore
conclude that the commonly reported reduction of the axial deposition rate in HiPIMS
compared to dcMS does not seem to linked with an increase in sideways material
transport in HiPIMS.
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A B S T R A C T

We report on the effect of varying the substrate bias on the morphology, composition, structural, and electrical
properties of vanadium nitride films deposited by high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS). The
optimum substrate bias is found to be −50 V, which gives the highest film density, the lowest electrical re-
sistivity, and the lowest surface roughness at the highest deposition rate. We demonstrate how increasing the
substrate bias voltage leads to a highly textured film. The preferred orientation of the film changes from (111) to
(200) as the substrate bias voltage is increased. An X-ray pole scan shows that the (111) plane grows parallel to
the SiO2 substrate when the substrate is grounded while it is gradually replaced by the (200) plane as the
substrate bias voltage is increased up to −200 V. The lowest electrical resistivity is measured as 48.4 μΩ cm for
the VN film deposited under substrate bias of −50 V. This is among the lowest room temperature values that
have been reported for a VN film. We found that the nitrogen concentration presents a decline by 6.5 percentage
points as the substrate bias is changed from ground to −200 V.

1. Introduction

Nitride based coatings have been widely studied and have a range of
applications due to their unique physical and mechanical properties.
Some of the transition-metal (TM) nitrides such as VN, TiN, TaN and
NbN exhibit the cubic B1 NaCl structure at room temperature [1, 2].
Those transition metal nitrides that belong to group IVb-Vb-VIb (in-
cluding TiN, ZrN, HfN, VN, NbN, TaN, MoN, and WN) belong to the
category of conductive ceramics and exhibit rather good electrical
conductivity [3]. Furthermore, the vanadium nitride thin film is known
for its hardness [4], in particular when arranged in TiN/VN multilayers
[5], good chemical stability, high melting point of 2593 K ([6], p.451)
as well as superconductivity below 8.6 K [7].

High power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) utilizes uni-
polar high voltage pulses, that are applied at low duty cycle, and low
repetition frequency, which gives high electron density and a high io-
nization fraction of the sputtered material [8, 9]. This high ionization
fraction of the sputtered material leads to dense [10], almost void-free
films [11], with smooth surfaces [12, 13], and low electrical resistivity
[14, 15]. However, the deposition rate tends to be lower than for
conventional dc magnetron sputtering (dcMS) [10, 16]. Earlier, we
have shown that HiPIMS deposition of TiN films produces denser films
at lower deposition temperatures that have significantly lower

electrical resistivity, and lower surface roughness [13] than dcMS de-
posited TiN films on SiO2 at all deposition temperatures [15]. There we
also demonstrated that these films are more resistant to oxidation than
the dcMS deposited films. The largest change in resistivity was observed
for films deposited at room temperature. More recently, Jablonka et al.
[14] compared the resistivity of HiPIMS and dcMS deposited Co thin
films. They reported resistivity as low as 14 and 35 μΩ cm for film
thicknesses of 40 and 6 nm, respectively, using a HiPIMS process with a
substrate bias of −300 V, significantly lower resistivity than for dcMS
deposited Co films.

The ion bombardment during the deposition process is known to
play an important role in dictating the mechanical and electrical
properties of thin films as it is known to influence the film morphology,
structure, and composition [17, 18]. The ion bombardment energy can
be controlled by applying a negative bias voltage to the substrate. This
can significantly modify the film properties due to enhancement of
adatom mobility along with direct effects of the ion bombardment. It is
known that the HiPIMS deposition process offers much higher metallic
ion fraction than conventional sputtering like dcMS [8, 16]. In order to
make use of this high ionization fraction a substrate bias voltage needs
to be applied properly to attract the ions toward the substrate as well as
to control the kinetic energy of the ions. However, there have been
rather limited investigations on the effect of substrate bias voltage on
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the microstructure and properties of HiPIMS deposited films, and in
particular, on thin transition metal nitride films. Ding et al. [19] were
able to change the preferred orientation of a reactively HiPIMS de-
posited NbN film from (200) to (111), along with rapid decline in the
films surface roughness, with increasing substrate bias voltage, while
they did not observe any remarkable stoichiometry dependency. Gui-
maraes et al. [20] investigated the effect of substrate bias voltage on
dcMS and HiPIMS deposited CrN films at various repetition frequencies.
They optimized a preferential orientation of (311) when a substrate bias
of −60 V was applied and related this preferred orientation to higher
observed hardness for HiPIMS deposited films. Furthermore, HiPIMS
deposited films showed higher hardness and lower surface roughness
than dcMS deposited films throughout the investigated range of sub-
strate bias. Also Kong et al. [21] deposited CrN thin films using medium
frequency magnetron sputtering while applying various negative sub-
strate bias voltages. As the negative substrate bias voltage was raised
from −100 V to −300 V, a strong CrN (111) texture appears while the
surface roughness decreased dramatically. However, tensile stresses
were generated in the films. Further increasing the substrate bias vol-
tage up to−500 V leads to a change in the preferred texture from (111)
to (200), along with increased surface roughness, and development of
compressive stresses. Furthermore, the films grain size decreased along
with decreased deposition rate, with increased substrate bias voltage.
Also it has been demonstrated that the substrate bias voltage can con-
tribute to a change in the preferred orientation in TiN-MoSx composite
films deposited by pulsed dc sputtering [22].

Earlier we studied and compared the growth and film properties of
vanadium and vanadium nitride films deposited by HiPIMS and dcMS
[23]. There we explored the influence of the magnetic field strength,
cathode voltage and working gas pressure on the deposition rate, the
film structure and morphology. Here, we study and compare the growth
and film properties of vanadium nitride films deposited by HiPIMS as
we vary the substrate bias. We explore the influence of the substrate
bias on the deposition rate, the film structure, texture, composition and
electrical resistivity. In Section 2 we discuss the deposition arrangement
and growth method and the characterization methods applied. In
Section 3 we discuss how the film properties of vanadium nitride films
vary for different substrate bias. Section 4 summarizes our findings.

2. Experimental apparatus and method

The vanadium nitride thin films were deposited by magnetron
sputtering in a custom built chamber [24]. The chamber base pressure
was 4× 10−6 Pa. The working gas was argon of 99.999% purity mixed
with nitrogen gas of 99.999% purity. An Ar/N2 mixture consisting of
qAr= 40 sccm and qN2=5 sccm was injected into the chamber. We
have shown previously that this mixture is appropriate to deposit cubic
polycrystalline δ-VN films [23]. The total working pressure was main-
tained at 0.9 Pa by a throttle valve. The vanadium target was 75mm in
diameter and of 99.95% purity and 6.35mm thick and was almost 50%
eroded at the racetrack center.

The substrates used were thermally oxidized Si(001) up to an oxide
thickness of 1 μm. During deposition the substrate temperature was
maintained at 400 °C with a 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) diameter circular plate
heater, separated from the substrate holder by a 2mm gap. The sub-
strate holder design is described in more detail by Arnalds et al. [24].
The depositions were performed for various dc substrate bias condi-
tions.

For HiPIMS deposition, the power was supplied by a SPIK1000A
pulse unit (Melec GmbH) which was operated in the unipolar negative
mode at constant voltage, which in turn was charged by a dc power
supply (ADL GS30). The discharge current and voltage was monitored
using a combined current transformer and a voltage divider unit (Melec
GmbH). The pulse length was set at 200 μs and the pulse repetition
frequency was kept at 100 Hz throughout this study. The waveform
data were recorded with a digital storage oscilloscope (Agilent

54624A). For dcMS deposition, a dc power supply (MDX 1 K, Advanced
Energy) was connected to the magnetron target. For all films, deposi-
tions were made at 250W average power. The magnetron magnet is
3 in. in diameter and was purchased from Angstrom Sciences. Table 1
summarizes measured and calculated specifications of the magnet. For
the magnet, the average out of plane and in plane magnetic fields are 4
and 36 mT over the race track, respectively. Moreover, the imbalance
coefficient K is calculated as the ratio of the magnetic fluxes of the
center magnet and the outer magnetic ring. A value of K=1 indicates a
balanced magnetron. The geometrical imbalance coefficient KG is the
ratio of the distance between the magnetic zero of the magnetron (the
point along the middle axis where B⊥ changes its orientation, i.e.
B⊥=0) and the target surface, and the diameter of the erosion rill on
the target [25, 26]. Further details on calculations and definitions of the
two coefficients can be found in the work of Svadkovski et al. [25].

X-ray diffractometry (XRD) was carried out using a Philips X'pert
diffractometer (Cu Kα, wavelength 0.15406 nm) mounted with a hybrid
monochromator/mirror on the incident side and a 0.27° collimator on
the diffracted side. A line focus was used with a beam width of ap-
proximately 1mm. Grazing incidence (GI)XRD scans were carried out
with the incident beam at θ=1°. The film thickness and density were
determined by low-angle X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements where
the angular resolution was 0.005°. The XRR data was fitted using Parrat
formalism [27] for reflectivity. A low density surface layer had to be
added on top of the film in order to achieve a good fit. This is due to a
formation of oxide or oxynitride surface layer after the films were re-
moved from the vacuum chamber, as previously observed [28].

X-ray pole scans were performed which enable detecting the texture
evolution in sputtered films [29]. Briefly, a pole scan is done for a
specific d-spacing, i.e. a fixed θ− 2θ peak while the specimen is rotated
in-plane (ϕ) at different out-of-plane (ψ) angles. Normally, a single pole
scan is not enough to fully determine the orientation distribution within
a specimen. To this end, pole figures were obtained for the (111), (200)
and (220) planes at corresponding peak location. However, since our
films are polycrystalline the main focus of the present study is on the

Table 1
Measured and calculated specifications of the magnet.

Center
diameter
[mm]

Ring
diameter
[mm]

MFD of
center
(average)

MFD of
ring
(average)

Magnetic
flux of
center
(total)

Magnetic
flux of
ring
(total)

K KG
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Fig. 1. GiXRD pattern from vanadium nitride films which were grown by
HiPIMS at different substrate bias voltage at 0.9 Pa, 250W average power, pulse
length of 200 μs and repetition frequency of 100 Hz.
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pole figure for the (111) and the (200) planes. The pole scans were
performed at 2θ peaks of 37.611, 43.697 and 63.533° for each sample
using 0.25° slit and 90 and 360° rotation respectively for ψ and ϕ with a
step size 3° and 4 s counting time at each step. The pole figures of a bare
substrate were subtracted from the original pole figures of the films for
clarity.

Electron microprobe analysis (EMPA) was acquired with the JEOL
JXA-8230 Superprobe at the Institute of Earth Sciences, University of
Iceland. For all analyses the operating potential and the beam current

Fig. 2. Pole figures of (111) and (200) planes for vanadium nitride films which were grown by HiPIMS for various substrate bias voltages, at 0.9 Pa, 250W average
power, pulse length of 200 μs and repetition frequency of 100 Hz.

Table 2
Nitrogen amount in VN films deposited by varying substrate bias voltage.

Substrate bias voltage [V] Nitrogen content [%]

0 54.52
−50 51.60
−100 50.61
−150 49.22
−200 48.02
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were 15 keV and 10 nA respectively. A spot size of 10 μm was used for
all analyses. A VN film was used as a standard for nitrogen. For ni-
trogen, the counting time was 480 s on the peak and 120 s for each of
the lower and higher backgrounds. To minimize the effect of noise, an
average of 5 measurement points on each sample is reported.

The electrical resistivity of the VN films was measured using a linear
four-point probe station with a tip diameter of 200 μm and a probe
distance of 1mm. Voltage-current waveforms were recorded through a
Kiethley 2400 source meter and custom made Labview software. The
current was swept from −100mA to 100mA and the corresponding
voltage was recorded. To minimize the error arising from placement of
the probes the resistivity was averaged over four separate measure-
ments on each sample.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the GiXRD pattern for films which were deposited by
HiPIMS with substrate bias voltages at 0, −50, −100, −150 and
−200 V. At grounded substrate the peak at 2θ=37.695° is dominant in
the GiXRD pattern. This peak has been assigned to the cubic fcc δ-VN

(111) [30, 31]. The peak at 2θ=43.805° is assigned to the cubic fcc δ-
VN(200) and the peak at 2θ=63.678° to the cubic δ-VN(220). One can
see that, by increasing bias voltage to −50 V, the (200) peak is sig-
nificantly intensified and becomes the dominant one. Increasing the
bias voltage further up to −200 V leads to a gradual decrease in the
(200) intensity while that still remains the dominant peak. Since the
substrate bias voltage affects the GiXRD pattern remarkably, it is likely
to change the texture of the VN film. To explore the film texture, the
pole figures of the (111) and the (200) planes for VN films deposited at
different substrate biases are displayed in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the
film deposited at grounded substrate has uniformly distributed or-
ientation of (200) planes while the (111) planes show an intense spot
around ψ=0 indicating considerable 〈111〉 texture normal to the
substrate. However, when the substrate is biased at −50 V the (200)
planes exhibit a ring at ψ=20° along with an intense spot at ψ=0 for
(111) planes. Thus, there is a competition between these planes to grow
normal to the substrate and in this regard the 〈111〉 texture is domi-
nant. Increase of the substrate bias to −100 V causes the 〈111〉 texture
to disappear but the (200) plane shows up at ψ=15° with respect to the
substrate normal. Further increase in the substrate bias results in
dominant 〈200〉 texture normal to the substrate. The results of the
GiXRD scans and the symmetric pole figures are in complete agreement.
For instance, the samples biased at −50 and− 100 V show higher in-
tensity of the (200) peaks than higher biased samples. This can be ex-
plained by the GiXRD configuration i.e. the (200) peak is detected
under an angle with respect to the substrate normal and thus, the (200)
peak shows higher intensity in off-normal texture.

Another parameter which describes the VN films stoichiometry is
the percentage of nitrogen in the film. To measure the contribution of
nitrogen in the VN films, electron micro-probe analysis (EMPA) were
carried out. As presented in Table 2, the VN film deposited with
grounded substrate shows the highest nitrogen content of 54.52%. As
the negative substrate bias is increased, the films become more vana-
dium rich. At substrate bias voltage of −200 V, only 48.02% of the film
is made of nitrogen which is 6.5 percentage points lower than for VN
film deposited with grounded substrate. It may be described by the
atomic mass of N (14 u) which is lighter than V (50.9 u). Thus, N atoms
are prone to being sputtered by impinging ions with higher ion bom-
barding energy. Kong et al. [21] reported a decrease of the nitrogen
concentration in CrN film when the substrate bias voltage is raised from
−300 V up to −500 V. However, for substrate bias between −100
and− 300 V the nitrogen amount presents only a slight increase. Based
on the fact that CrN has the fcc structure, they argued that pure ni-
trogen layers and pure chromium layers alternately sit in the (111)
planes, whereas the (200) planes include both nitrogen and chromium
atoms. This suggests that the (200) plane is not a favorable accom-
modation for nitrogen atoms. It is argued that the N concentration
would decrease as the (200)-oriented structure is dominating in the
film. The same explanation can be used for the VN films due to the same
structure and (200) being the dominant orientation (Fig. 1).

Fig. 3 gives information about the development of the film density,
deposition rate, and surface roughness as the substrate bias is varied.
Overall, the data extracted from the XRR measurements exhibit that VN
film deposited at −50 V substrate bias is the most dense, with the
highest deposition rate and the lowest surface roughness among all the
films. In terms of density, the film deposited with −50 V substrate bias
has mass density of 6.03 g/cm3 which is significantly denser than the
one deposited with grounded substrate with 5.60 g/cm3 which is the
lowest density among the films. Increasing the substrate bias voltage to
−100 V leads to a slight density decrements to 5.93 g/cm3. At higher
substrate bias voltages, up to −200 V the film densities remain almost
unchanged (Fig. 3(a)). The deposition rate was calculated from the
measured film thickness and the corresponding deposition time. As can
be seen in Fig. 3(b) deposition rate at −50 V is 1.09 nm/min which is
slightly higher than for the film deposited at 0 V (grounded substrate)
(1.03 nm/min) while at higher bias voltages the deposition rates are

Fig. 3. (a) Film density, (b) deposition rate, and (c) surface roughness of va-
nadium nitride films deposited as a function of substrate bias voltage. Data
extracted from XRR measurement and all films are deposited at 0.9 Pa, 250W
average power, pulse length of 200 μs and repetition frequency of 100 Hz.

Fig. 4. The resistivity and thickness of vanadium nitride films deposited as a
function of substrate bias voltage. All films are deposited at 0.9 Pa, 250W
average power, pulse length of 200 μs and repetition frequency of 100 Hz.
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1.04, 0.92, and 0.77 nm/min at −100, −150 and− 200 V substrate
bias, respectively. There are numerous data in the literature that report
that the higher the absolute value of the substrate bias voltage, the
lower the deposition rate [21, 32, 33]. A decline in the deposition rate
under substrate bias voltage higher than −100 V can be explained by
an increase in re-sputtering effect on the growing films as a con-
sequence of high energy ion bombardment. Fig. 3(c) depicts how ap-
plying the bias voltage to the substrate can result in remarkably
smoother VN film surface. Similar to the film density, −50 V is the
optimal substrate bias to achieve a smooth surface apposed to the
grounded substrate which leads to the roughest surface (0.47 nm and
8.2 nm average surface roughness, respectively). By increasing the bias
voltage beyond −50 V, the VN films become slightly rougher. This
behavior was seen previously in CrN growth where the turning point is
observed at substrate bias voltage of −200 V [21]. Low roughness at
−50 V is related to increased atomic movement and densification of the
film material as a result of the increased ion flux and ion bombarding
energy as the substrate bias is increased while the substrate voltage is
low. Bombardment by higher energy ions increases the production of
surface defects and thus roughens the film surface.

The electrical resistivity and thickness of the VN films are presented
in Fig. 4. The resistivity ranges from 48.4 to 81.1 μΩ cm. The film re-
sistivity increases linearly, from this lowest value, with increased sub-
strate bias. Thus the films deposited at substrate bias of −50
and− 200 V exhibit the lowest and highest resistivity, respectively. The
low resistivity of the film deposited at −50 V substrate voltage can be
attributed to the high density and low surface roughness of the film.
From Fig. 4 it is evident that increasing the substrate bias voltage leads
to higher electrical resistivity. The film deposited with grounded sub-
strate shows a resistivity of 77.8 μΩ cm which is close to the resistivity
of a VN film deposited at −150 V substrate bias. The films thickness
ranges from 63 to 75 nm. Thus the films have similar thickness and
surface roughness but the resistivity increases with increased sample
bias. We also note that there is broadening of the (200) peak with in-
creased substrate bias, as seen in Fig. 1, which indicates smaller grain
size with increased substrate bias, that may explain the increasing film
electrical resistivity. It is worth noting that electrical resistivity of 48.4
μΩ cm, observed for films deposited with substrate bias of −50 V, is
among the lowest resistivities which are reported in literature for the
VN thin film. The lowest room temperature resistivity of VN thin films
that has been reported is 50 μΩ cm [34] and 40–100 μΩ cm [35] for
reactively dc sputtered single crystal films, 105 μΩ cm rf magnetron
sputtered films from a compound target [36], and 120 μΩ cm for atomic
layer deposited (ALD) films [37].

4. Conclusion

We explored the effect of substrate bias on the structure, texture,
composition and electrical resistivity of HiPIMS deposited VN films. It
was shown that the substrate bias voltage changes the dominant peak
from (111) to (200) in the GiXRD pattern. Besides, unlike the VN film
deposited with grounded substrate, biased substrate leads to a highly
textured film. It is shown that a grounded substrate results in a con-
siderable 〈111〉 texture normal to the substrate. Low substrate bias
encourages off-normal 〈200〉 texture while high substrate bias leads to
only 〈200〉 texture normal to the substrate. From the XRR measure-
ments it is found that −50 V is the substrate voltage which results in
higher density and deposition rate and lower surface roughness than
other substrate bias voltage. EMPA analysis indicates that a lower
amount of nitrogen is included in the VN films deposited at higher bias
voltage. Finally, 4-point probe resistivity measurement proves that al-
though low substrate bias voltage like −50 V can increase the room

temperature electrical conductivity of VN films, high substrate bias like
−200 V can results in even higher film resistivity than deposition with
a grounded substrate.
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Abstract: We explored the effect of magnetic field strength |B| and geometry (degree of balancing)
on the deposition rate and ionized flux fraction Fflux in dc magnetron sputtering (dcMS) and high
power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) when depositing titanium. The HiPIMS discharge
was run in two different operating modes. The first one we refer to as “fixed voltage mode” where the
cathode voltage was kept fixed at 625 V while the pulse repetition frequency was varied to achieve
the desired time average power (300 W). The second mode we refer to as “fixed peak current mode”
and was carried out by adjusting the cathode voltage to maintain a fixed peak discharge current
and by varying the frequency to achieve the same average power. Our results show that the dcMS
deposition rate was weakly sensitive to variations in the magnetic field while the deposition rate
during HiPIMS operated in fixed voltage mode changed from 30% to 90% of the dcMS deposition
rate as |B| decreased. In contrast, when operating the HiPIMS discharge in fixed peak current mode,
the deposition rate increased only slightly with decreasing |B|. In fixed voltage mode, for weaker
|B|, the higher was the deposition rate, the lower was the Fflux. In the fixed peak current mode, both
deposition rate and Fflux increased with decreasing |B|. Deposition rate uniformity measurements
illustrated that the dcMS deposition uniformity was rather insensitive to changes in |B| while both
HiPIMS operating modes were highly sensitive. The HiPIMS deposition rate uniformity could be
10% lower or up to 10% higher than the dcMS deposition rate uniformity depending on |B| and
in particular the magnetic field topology. We related the measured quantities, the deposition rate
and ionized flux fraction, to the ionization probability αt and the back attraction probability of the
sputtered species βt. We showed that the fraction of the ions of the sputtered material that escape
back attraction increased by 30% when |B| was reduced during operation in fixed peak current
mode while the ionization probability of the sputtered species increased with increasing |B|, due to
increased discharge current, when operating in fixed voltage mode.

Keywords: ionized physical vapor deposition; magnetron sputtering; high power impulse magnetron
sputtering (HiPIMS); ionized flux fraction; deposition rate
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1. Introduction

Conventional dc magnetron sputtering (dcMS) suffers from a low degree of ionization of the
sputtered material. High power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) has emerged as a promising
alternative, providing a highly ionized material flux, while being compatible with conventional
magnetron sputtering deposition systems [1]. HiPIMS operation is characterized by a pulsed high
peak power in the range of several kW/cm2 and consequently a high plasma density of up to 1019 m−3

in the cathode target vicinity, which is up to three orders of magnitude higher than in dcMS [2]. Such
discharge conditions result in a significant increase of ionization of the sputtered neutrals, where
ionized flux fractions Fflux well above 50% have been reported [3–5]. However, a high ionized flux
fraction commonly comes at a cost of lower deposition rate, which has thus far limited the use of
HiPIMS in industry [1,6].

Several reports demonstrate the lower deposition rate in (mainly non-reactive) HiPIMS when
compared to dcMS operated at the same average power [1,7]. The seminal work of Kouznetsov et al.
[3] reports up to 80% lower deposition rate for HiPIMS than for dcMS. Samuelsson et al. [8] compared
the deposition rates from eight metal targets (Ti, Cr, Zr, Al, Cu, Ta, Pt, and Ag) in pure Ar for both
dcMS and HiPIMS discharges applying the same average power. They observed HiPIMS deposition
rates in the range of 30–85% of the dcMS rates depending on target material.

There are several suggestions on the cause of the lower deposition rate observed in HiPIMS
deposition [2,7]. It is generally agreed on by the scientific community that back attraction of ionized
sputtered material to the target, quantified as back attraction probability βt, plays a major role in the
reduction of the amount of sputtered particles reaching the substrate [9]. The reason is that atoms ionized
in the cathode region are likely to be back-attracted to the target due to strong electric fields in the
presheath and extended presheath [10,11]. Spatial measurements of the plasma potential in HiPIMS
discharges [11–14] have shown that there commonly is a potential uphill, from the cathode sheath edge
and reaching far outside the ionization region (several cm), that can vary in the range 7–100 V.

Several attempts have been made to increase the deposition rate in HiPIMS. This includes varying
the pulse length [15–17], varying the magnetic field strength |B| [13,18,19], modifying the magnetic
field geometry [20–22], adding an external magnetic field in the target vicinity [23], chopping the
pulse into a train of shorter pulses [24,25], and increasing the target temperature [26]. Several of these
reports propose that modifying the magnetic field, using either permanent magnets or electromagnets
[13,18,19,27], is one of the most promising approaches. For example, Čapek et al. [18] showed that
lowering |B| in HiPIMS can have a profound effect on increasing the deposition rate. Using spacers of
different thicknesses behind the cathode to reduce |B| at the target (and also increasing the average
discharge voltages to achieve nominally similar power levels), the deposition rate of Nb was increased
by roughly a factor of 5. Similarly, Mishra et al. [13] found a six-fold increase in the deposition rate
of Ti by weakening |B| by 33%. Bradley et al. [19] reported on a deposition rate increase by a factor
of 2 for a Ti target when the magnetic field strength at the target was reduced by 45%. In addition,
while weakening |B| by 82% a factor of 2.6 higher deposition rate was observed while depositing
vanadium films by HiPIMS, although for the weaker magnetic field the films exhibited significantly
higher surface roughness and were not as dense [28].

There have also been a few attempts to modify the magnetic field geometry in order to improve
the deposition rate. This includes the work of Yu et al. [20], who used a 36 cm diameter magnetron
with a spiral-shaped magnet pack assembly to increase the plasma uniformity in the substrate vicinity
and to improve target utilization. More recently, Raman et al. [22] modified the magnetic field topology
of a HiPIMS discharge, which increased the deposition rate by up to a factor of 2 [22,29]. In the cited
studies, the modified magnet pack had a strong magnetic field region over three concentric race track
regions (referred to as a TriPack magnetron assembly), but the magnetic field strength fell off more
steeply than for a conventional magnet pack when moving away from the target surface. However,
those designs encounter some difficulties when scaled down to a smaller cathode size.
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The combined effect of weakening |B|, the correlation between the deposition rate increase and the
lower ionized flux fraction to the substrate, is still poorly understood. One reason is that most HiPIMS
studies on ionization indeed quantify Fflux, but have so far not focused on changing the magnetic field
strength/topology. For example, Lundin et al. [5] explored the ionized flux fraction for Al, C and Ti
targets using a gridless ion meter. For a Ti target, they found an increase in the ionized flux fraction
from roughly 20% to 68% with increased peak discharge current density in the range of 0.7–2.5 A/cm2.
These values are in line with the work of Poolcharuansin et al. [30] (30–50%) and Kubart et al. [4]
(20–60%) for current densities in the range 1–2.5 A/cm2. Another reason is that the studies on Fflux did
not in parallel systematically investigate the deposition rate (or the change thereof). The exception
is the study of Raman et al. [31], who, in addition to the previously discussed deposition rate study,
also estimated the ionized flux fraction during HiPIMS operation using conventional and TriPack
magnetrons. They recorded an ionized flux fraction of Cu of approximately 5% for the conventional
magnetron and 16% utilizing the TriPack magnetron assembly, which indicates that optimization of the
magnetic field can in fact result in increased deposition rate as well as increased ionized flux fraction.

In the present study, we therefore systematically investigated the relationships among |B|,
the magnetic field geometry (level of balancing), the deposition rate, and the ionized flux fraction
during HiPIMS and dcMS operation. Such an approach enabled us to study the combined effects
of HiPIMS pulse parameters and magnetic configurations. In the analysis, we used the well known
materials pathway model [9,32] to assess both the ionization probability αt and the back attraction
probability βt from the experimental data. Finally, we attempted to explain our observations based on
the physics behind the transport of charged particles in these devices.

2. Materials and Methods

All experiments were carried out in a custom-built cylindrical vacuum chamber (height 50 cm
and diameter 45 cm) made of stainless steel. A base pressure of 4× 10−6 Pa was achieved using a
turbo molecular pump backed by a roughing pump. The working gas pressure was adjusted to 1 Pa
by injecting 50 sccm Ar into the chamber and adjusting a butterfly valve located between chamber and
the turbo pump. The deposition system was equipped with a circular 4 inch diameter VTec Magnetron
assembly (Gencoa, Liverpool, UK). The magnetron assembly, as well as a probe holder used during
measurements, was mounted on movable bellows controlled with millimeter precision, as shown in
Figure 1. This made it possible to perform radial as well as axial scans with high precision. The absolute
magnetic field strength |B| as well as the geometry of the magnetic field (degree of balancing) above
the magnetron target was varied by displacing the center magnet (C) and the outer ring magnet at
the target edge (E) using two micrometer screws located on the outer side of the magnetron assembly.
We refer to each configuration using the displaced distance (in mm) of each magnet from the target
backing plate. Thus, the notation C0E0 refers to a magnetron configuration where the center and outer
magnets touch the backing plate (zero displacement, i.e., the strongest magnetic field above the target).

In this work, we investigated seven different magnet configurations: C0E0, C5E5 and C10E10,
C0E5, C0E10, C5E0, and C10E0. For all of these configurations, the magnetic field above the target
was mapped using a Lake Shore 425 Gauss meter (Lake Shore Cryotronics, Westerville, OH, USA)
equipped with a Hall probe. The magnetic field distribution above the target for each configuration is
shown in Figure 2. Axial symmetry was assumed. For the configurations investigated, it was found
that a magnetic null point was always present, which means that all configurations ware categorized
as unbalanced type II [33]. The magnetic null was used as a measure of the degree of balancing.
The magnetic null point for the different cases was located at 43–74 mm from the target surface above
the target center and is given in Table 1 for each configuration. Note, however, that the case C0E10 was
only weakly unbalanced, i.e., close to being balanced (znull = 74 mm), whereas C10E0 was the most
strongly unbalanced (znull = 43 mm). Table 1 also lists the radial component of the magnetic field
strength next to the target surface over the race track |Br,rt|. These values were recorded at z = 11 mm,
which was the closest distance that could be probed for the Br component.
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Figure 1. A schematic of the magnetron sputtering chamber. The magnetron assembly and the probe
holder with the m-QCM are mounted on movable bellows that can be controlled with millimeter
precision. The red arrows indicate linear motion.

A dc power supply (SR1.5-N-1500, Technix, Créteil, France) and a HiPIMS power supply
(HiPSTER 1, Ionautics, Linköping, Sweden) were used to ignite the discharge in dc and HiPIMS modes,
respectively. For both cases, an average discharge power was maintained at 300 W. The HiPIMS pulse
was always kept at constant length of 100 µs and the discharge was regulated in two different ways.
The first mode is referred to as fixed voltage mode, and was realized by keeping the cathode voltage
fixed at 625 V and varying the pulse frequency to achieve the desired average power. The second
mode is referred to as fixed peak current mode and was realized by changing the cathode voltage
to maintain the peak discharge current at ID,peak = 40 A, corresponding to current density JD,peak =
0.5 A/cm2 for the ionized flux fraction measurements, and ID,peak = 80 A and JD,peak = 1.0 A/cm2 for
the measurements of deposition rate. Again, the pulse frequency was varied to achieve the desired
average power. The discharge parameters are summarized in Table 1 for dcMS operation and both
operating modes of HiPIMS for all the seven magnet configurations investigated.

Table 1. Discharge operating parameters for the investigated dcMS and HiPIMS discharges in fixed
voltage and in fixed peak current modes. The average discharge power was kept at 300 W for all
the discharges. For HiPIMS discharges, the pulse length was 100 µs while the pulse frequency was
varied to maintain a constant averaged power. The absolute magnetic field strength and the degree of
balancing was varied by displacing the center magnet (C) and the outer ring magnet at the target edge
(E). Each configuration is referred to using the displaced distance (in mm) of each magnet from the
target backing plate. In this notation, C0E0 refers to a magnetron configuration where the center and
outer magnets touch the backing plate.

Magnet dcMS HiPIMS HiPIMS HiPIMS
Fixed Voltage Fixed Peak Current Fixed Peak Current

Br,rt znull VD ID VD ID,peak fpulse VD ID,peak fpulse VD ID,peak fpulse
[Gauss] [mm] [V] [A] [V] [A] [Hz] [V] [A] [Hz] [V] [A] [Hz]

C0E0 238 66 339 0.885 625 80 54 510 40 143 555 80 60
C0E5 217 70 308 0.974 625 54 76 565 40 123 580 80 56
C0E10 213 74 311 0.964 625 35 115 650 40 111
C5E0 181 53 317 0.946 625 53 80 557 40 129 582 80 58
C5E5 161 59 334 0.926 625 36 97 655 40 97 649 80 295
C10E0 137 43 312 0.961 625 31 134 660 40 99 636 80 295
C10E10 111 52 330 0.909 625 12 450
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Figure 2. The measured magnetic field (flux density B) and field line directions for the various
magnetic field configurations. Normalized arrows indicate the magnetic field direction, the color scale
indicates the magnitude of the magnetic field |B| =

√
B2

r + B2
z . The value of Br above the race track at

z = 11 mm is given in the inset for each case.

We captured the discharge current–voltage (ID–VD) waveforms when operating the HiPIMS
discharges at different magnet configurations. Figure 3a depicts the cathode voltage and Figure 3b
the discharge current for all seven magnetic field configurations explored when operating in fixed
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voltage mode. When moving both the central and outer magnets together, ID,peak changed from 80 A
to 36 A to finally 12 A for the C0E0, C5E5 and C10E10 magnet configurations, respectively. Figure 3b
shows that ID,peak occurred before the pulse end using the C0E0 configuration while for two other
magnet configurations the discharge current waveforms had an ascending trend over the entire pulse
length. The value of ID,peak was more sensitive to the absolute strength of the magnetic field than to
the degree of balancing. The C5E0 and C0E5 configurations gave ID,peak = 53–54 A and the C10E0 and
C0E10 configurations 31–35 A. Figure 3c depicts the discharge current waveforms captured at fixed
peak current mode with various magnet configurations. Although ID,peak was very similar in all cases,
the current rise rate was different and as a result the discharge current peaked at different times. Note
that different cathode voltages were applied to achieve the same ID,peak (see Table 1), but the voltage
was not correlated to the time of peak current. For example, the C5E5 magnet configuration exhibited
sharper current rise than C0E0 while the corresponding cathode voltage was 150 V higher than for the
C0E0 magnet. In contrast, looking at discharge current waveforms for the C5E0 and C10E0 magnets
showed that using the C5E0 magnet resulted in sharper current rise than the C10E0 magnet, although
the corresponding cathode voltage was approximately 100 V lower.
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Figure 3. The HiPIMS discharge current and voltage waveforms recorded for various magnetic field
configurations: (a) the discharge voltage in fixed voltage mode; (b) the discharge current in fixed
voltage mode; and (c) discharge current in fixed peak current mode. The Ar pressure was set to 1 Pa.
The pulse width was 100 µs at an average power of 300 W.

A quartz crystal micro-balance (QCM) with native frequency of 5 MHz and gold coated surface
was used to measure the deposition rate. It was mounted on the probe holder shown in Figure 1.
By moving the probe holder and/or the magnetron assembly, it was possible to investigate a region
defined by 0 ≤ r ≤ 50 and 20 ≤ z ≤ 70 mm, where r is the radial coordinate parallel to the target
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surface and z is the axial coordinate perpendicular to the target surface, and (r, z) = (0, 0) marks
the center of the target surface. The center of the target race track was located at approximately
(r, z) = (30, 0) mm. In this work, only axial material fluxes were investigated, i.e., mimicking a
conventional sputtering setup with a substrate facing the target surface.

The QCM sensor was also used as a main component in the ion meter (or gridless QCM/m-QCM)
used for measuring the ionized flux fraction Fflux. The device is described in detail in a previous
work [4] and is here only summarized. The ion meter can measure either the deposition rate from
ions and neutrals or from neutrals only by varying a voltage applied to the biased top QCM electrode,
allowing for fast (roughly 1 min) determination of the ionized fraction of material flux to the sensor
head. The gridless sensor uses a magnetic field configuration consisting of a ferromagnetic yoke and
magnetic pole pieces (cylindrical SmCo magnets with a diameter of 8 mm and a length of 5 mm)
placed in front of the sensor. This configuration produces a localized homogeneous magnetic field of
about 4000 Gauss, which does not significantly affect the magnetic field of the magnetron assembly [4].
The QCM control unit with the oscillator was connected directly to the crystal electrode. The electrode
was either grounded for measurements of both ions and neutrals, or biased to +40 V to collect only the
neutrals without positive ions. The dc bias voltage was connected to the QCM collecting electrode
through a 1 kΩ resistor, to protect the crystal in case of arcing, and the ground of the oscillator and
the readout unit were connected to the crystal collecting electrode through a 150 nF capacitor such
that dc current was blocked while rf current could flow from the crystal through this capacitor back
to the ground of the oscillator and give a readout (see Figure 1). In this configuration, the top crystal
electrode could be readily biased without any influence on the QCM operation. The ionized fraction of
the metal flux

Fflux =
Rt − Rn

Rt
, (1)

was determined from the total mass deposition rate Rt and the mass deposition rate of neutral metal
atoms Rn, as discussed by Wu et al. [34]. The deposition rates were recorded by manually recording
the film thickness at a chosen time on a readout unit connected to the QCM. In addition, we tried to
minimize errors due to the QCM crystal heating up during the process by making short measurements
(typically less than 120 s). The total error of Fflux was estimated to be up to 15% for a single result
mainly based on the accuracy of the mass deposition rate determination. Since the QCM electrode
was grounded during the measurement of the total deposition rate, no significant collimation of the
ions [35] was expected at this stage due to the low plasma potential, which potentially could introduce
additional errors in the measurements. The ion meter was mounted on the probe holder shown in
Figure 1 and could thereby map out the same region of interest as the standard QCM. However, due
to interference with the plasma discharge, it was not possible to move it closer than z ≥ 30 mm.
In addition, high peak currents in the HiPIMS mode sometimes resulted in strong fluctuations of
(Rt − Rn), which meant that the HiPIMS series with fixed peak current had to be limited to ID,peak =
40 A (JD,peak = 0.5 A/cm2) when measuring Fflux.

3. Results

The deposition rates as well as the ionized flux fractions for each of the magnetron configurations
shown in Figure 2 and listed in Table 1 are presented here. For the deposition rate results, we chose to
focus on the data recorded at a typical target-to-substrate distance of z = 70 mm, which also includes
three radial points (r = 0, 25, 50 mm) to determine the expected film thickness profile at that axial
distance. However, the deposition rate was also recorded closer to the target and comparisons were
made where appropriate. Concerning the ionized flux fraction at z = 70 mm, we only show data
recorded above the target center, i.e., (r, z) = (0, 70) mm, although all radial positions were used in
the analysis. We also show the flux fractions at (r, z) = (25, 30) mm due to the interest in comparing
with other reports of Fflux, which are typically recorded at the outer edge of the ionization region (the
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dense plasma region) above the target race track. We refer to the region where the substrate is typically
located as the diffusion region.

3.1. Deposition Rate

The deposition rates measured above the center of the target (r = 0 mm) at an axial distance of
70 mm (substrate position) are plotted as a bar chart in Figure 4 for the different discharge types as
well as all magnetic configurations investigated. The magnet configurations on the x-axis are ordered
from highest |B| at the left to the lowest |B| on the right. We have here used the recorded |Br,rt|
value above the race track as a measure of |B|. Overall, the dcMS discharges exhibited the highest
deposition rates independent of magnetron configuration, with deposition rates in a rather narrow
range (92–116 Å/min). Much larger differences were observed for the HiPIMS discharge operated in
the fixed voltage mode, where the deposition rate varied between 45 Å/min and 96 Å/min. However,
for the fixed peak discharge current mode, the deposition rate varied between 34 Å/min and 47 Å/min
with an increasing trend of 38% larger deposition rate at the weakest |B| compared to the strongest |B|.

C0E0 C0E5 C0E10 C5E0 C5E5 C10E0 C10E10
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Figure 4. The Ti deposition rate from both dcMS and HiPIMS discharges operated in fixed voltage
mode and fixed peak current mode using various magnetic field configurations, measured at 70 mm
axial distance over center of cathode. The magnet configurations on the x-axis are ordered from high
|B| at the left to low |B| on the right. The recorded |Br,rt| value above the race track was used as a
measure of |B|.

Let us start by comparing the three cases C0E0, C5E5, and C10E10, exhibiting the same magnetic
topology but approximately a reduction of 63% of the absolute magnetic field strength at the center of
the target surface and a reduction of |Br,rt| by 53% (configurations C0E0 and C10E10). For the dcMS
discharges, only small differences were found. The strongest magnetic field (C0E0) showed the lowest
deposition rate (92 Å/min) and the weakest magnetic field (C10E10) showed the highest deposition
rate (103 Å/min), i.e., a deposition rate increase of 11%. The HiPIMS discharges operated in fixed
voltage mode showed a much more pronounced deposition rate dependence on changes in |B|, where
a weaker |B| resulted in a considerably higher deposition rate. For example, C0E0 exhibited the lowest
deposition rate (45 Å/min) and C10E10 the highest deposition rate (96 Å/min), i.e., a rate increase of
113%. It was also observed that this latter HiPIMS case resulted in a deposition rate, which was around
90% of the dcMS rate, i.e., a significantly higher value than what is commonly reported for HiPIMS,
as discussed in the Introduction. In contrast, the HiPIMS discharges operated in fixed peak current
mode exhibited smaller changes in the measured deposition rate when |B| was varied, as observed
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when comparing cases C0E0 and C5E5 (no data from C10E10), about 38% increase of the deposition
rate when weakening |B|. In this discharge mode, the HiPIMS deposition rate was around 40% of the
dcMS rate for the equivalent magnetron configurations, which was closer to the value of 30% reported
by Samuelsson et al. [8].

For completeness, it is also noted that a significant deposition rate increase could be achieved
at closer target-to-substrate distances, as expected. The highest deposition rate values, independent
of discharge type and magnet configuration, were recorded at the closest axial distance investigated,
z = 20 mm, with on the average, 2.3, 2 and 1.9 times higher values for dcMS, fixed voltage and fixed
peak current HiPIMS discharges, respectively, compared to the values measured at z = 70 mm (results
not shown here). In general, similar trends in the deposition rate for the different configurations
investigated were observed at all distances from the target. However, the closer was the distance to
the target, the larger was the radial variation in the recorded deposition rates, which is generally not
desired in thin film deposition.

To address the issue of the expected radial film thickness profile at the substrate position,
the relative standard deviation (RSD) of the deposition rate was calculated from recorded deposition
rates at three radial points, r = 0, 25, 50 mm at z = 70 mm from the target surface. RSD is a standardized
measure of dispersion of a probability distribution or frequency distribution. It is often expressed as a
percentage, and is defined as

RSD = 100
σ

µ
(2)

where σ is the standard deviation and µ is the mean of the dataset. The standard deviation of the
deposition rates was calculated as the square root of its variance. Overall, we found a weak trend of
decreasing RSD with increasing degree of magnetic balancing. This is illustrated in Figure 5, where
the magnet configurations on the x-axis are ordered with increasing znull (increasing degree of magnetic
balancing) from left to right (see Table 1).

C10E0 C10E10 C5E0 C5E5 C0E0 C0E5 C0E10
0
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HiPIMS fixed voltage

HiPIMS fixed current

Figure 5. The RSD of Ti deposition rates from both dcMS and HiPIMS discharges operated
in fixed voltage mode and fixed peak current mode using various magnetic field configurations.
The rates measured at 70 mm axial distance over center, race track and edge of cathode. The magnet
configurations on the x-axis are ordered with increasing znull from left to right.

In addition, the dcMS discharges exhibited the lowest sensitivity to |B|, as can be seen when
comparing the three cases C0E0, C5E5, and C10E10. Note that this does not imply that the coating
uniformity was the best since RSD was still rather high. Changing the magnet configuration from
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weakly to strongly unbalanced configurations (C0E5 to C5E0 and C0E10 to C10E0) barely affected the
dcMS deposition rate uniformity, which remained in the range of 16% to 19%.

The deposition rate of a HiPIMS discharge operated in fixed voltage mode exhibited the most
uniform deposition rate profile of all cases investigated when using the C5E0 magnetic field geometry
with RSD of 12%. The C0E5 and C0E10 configurations led to similar RSDs (15%). The lowest uniformity
(highest RSD) achieved was observed for C10E0, just below 20%, i.e., similar to the corresponding
dcMS value. In the fixed peak current mode, the maximum RSD recorded was 22% for C10E0 and
C5E5, while using C0E5 and C5E0 resulted in RSD values of 14% and 16%, respectively. A similar
analysis of the fixed voltage HiPIMS mode showed that the highest RSD was 23% when using the
C10E10 configuration and the lowest RSD was 12% with the C5E0 configuration. For the strongest
|B| case C0E0, the deposition rate profile was similar to the dcMS case. However, the RSD values
found for the fixed peak current HiPIMS mode were generally higher with RSD of 19% for C0E0
and RSD of 22% for C5E5. Overall, the deposition uniformity was more dependent on the magnetic
configuration than the discharge type. Moving closer to the target (z = 20 mm), the deposition rate
became significantly less uniform (about two times higher RSD values) compared to a typical substrate
position (z = 70 mm).

3.2. Ionized Flux Fraction

The ionized flux fractions Fflux measured above the center of the target (r = 0 mm) at an axial
distance of z = 70 mm are plotted as a bar chart in Figure 6 for the two HiPIMS operating modes (fixed
voltage and fixed peak current modes) as well as for all magnet configurations investigated. Note that
the magnet configurations on the x-axis are now ordered from highest |B| at the left to the lowest |B|
on the right where, again, |Br,rt| from Table 1 was used as a suitable indicator of |B|. No dcMS values
are presented here, since Fflux was always very close to 0%, i.e., within the margin of error, and thus in
line with the results reported by Kubart et al. [4] using the same technique.
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Figure 6. The Ti ionized flux fraction in a HiPIMS discharge using various magnet configurations
measured at 70 mm axial distance over the center of the cathode. The discharge is operated in the
HiPIMS fixed voltage and fixed peak current modes. The magnet configurations on the x-axis are
ordered from high |B| at the left to low |B| on the right. The recorded |Br,rt| value above the race track
was used as a measure of |B|.

Figure 6 shows that the ionized flux fraction decreased with decreasing |B| when the HiPIMS
discharge was operated in fixed voltage mode. For the HiPIMS discharges operated in fixed
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voltage mode, significant differences were found when comparing the three cases C0E0, C5E5,
and C10E10 (reduced absolute magnetic field strength |B|, while maintaining the same magnet
topology). The strongest magnetic field (C0E0) showed the highest Fflux (18%) and the weakest
magnetic field (C10E10) showed the lowest Fflux (4.7%). In the fixed voltage mode, Fflux seemed to
decrease with the decreased absolute magnetic field strength |B| which is correlated with the peak
discharge current presented above in Figure 3. This is analyzed in more detail in the next section.
However, the corresponding HiPIMS discharges operated in fixed peak current mode clearly did not
exhibit such a behavior. Instead, the ionized flux fraction Fflux increased slightly with decreasing |B|.
The ionized flux fraction increased from 11% to 16.8% when comparing cases C0E0 and C5E5 (no data
from C10E10), i.e., by a factor 1.5 when decreasing |B|.

When focusing on changes in the degree of balancing, i.e., comparing the configuration pairs
C0E5/C5E0 and C0E10/C10E0, the following observations could be made. For the HiPIMS discharges
operated in fixed voltage mode, it was somewhat surprising that the highest Fflux was recorded for the
weakly unbalanced C0E5 configuration (16%), whereas the most strongly unbalanced configuration
C10E0 exhibited a much lower value (8.5%), although there was only a small difference compared to
C5E0 and C0E10. Any influence on Fflux from the unbalance was masked by the strong influence of the
peak discharge current values on Fflux. For the HiPIMS discharges operated in fixed peak current mode,
the trend observed for Fflux (Figure 6) was somewhat more expected. The more strongly unbalanced
cases exhibited higher Fflux with a maximum of 17.2% for C10E0.

In addition, by making radial scans of Fflux, we attained radial profiles at z = 70 mm in the fixed
voltage mode (not shown here). In general, only minor differences compared to the results at r = 0
mm were observed. The maximum Fflux was commonly reached above the target race track position,
and it was approximately 2–5 precentage points higher compared to the values reported in Figure 6.
However, a few exceptions are worth noting. For the strong |B| configuration C0E0, there was a
sudden jump in Fflux towards the region above the target edge (r = 50 mm). Here, Fflux increased to
27% compared to just below 20% above the target center and race track. In addition, the configuration
C5E5 exhibits a striking increase in Fflux compared to the result presented in Figure 6, and Fflux peaks
at 11.5% above the target race track compared to 8.5% above the target center.

We now turn to investigate Fflux in the ionization region, since this would provide a better basis
for comparison with other reports of the ionized flux fraction, as discussed in the Introduction.
Furthermore, these values were indispensable for our ongoing modeling efforts of the internal
parameters in HiPIMS using the ionization region model [36,37]. Measurements were therefore
taken above the target race track at (r, z) = (25, 30) mm and a summary is shown in Figure 7.

For HiPIMS discharges operated in fixed voltage mode, we observed the same general trend as
shown in Figure 6 but with approximately a 72% increase in Fflux for C0E10 and C5E0, 66% increase
for C0E0, 55% increase for C5E5 and C10E0, 12% increase for C0E5, and almost no change for C10E10
compared to Fflux measured at (r, z) = (0, 70) mm. However, HiPIMS discharges operated in fixed
peak current mode clearly did not exhibit such a behavior. Instead Fflux using C0E0 showed 55%
increase and reached 17% while Fflux of C5E5 remained at 17% with no change compared to our
measurements at 70 mm (Figure 6). By focusing on changes in the degree of balancing, 17%, 34%
and 54% increases in Fflux were observed using C0E5, C0E10, C5E0, respectively, while C10E0 showed
negligible change compared to what is shown in Figure 6. As a consequence, the C5E0 configuration
led to the highest Fflux (20.5%) over the race track and z = 30 mm. In the fixed peak discharge current
mode with peak current density of JD,peak = 0.5 A/cm2, the measured values were in the range
14.2–20.5%. For comparison, Lundin et al. [5] reported ionized flux fraction in the range 22–31%,
over the race track 40 mm from the target surface, increasing with increased working gas pressure in
the range 0.5–2 Pa for a Ti target when operating at peak current density of JD,peak = 0.5 A/cm2, pulse
length 100 µs, and time averaged power of 200 W. Similarly, Kubart et al. [4] reported ionized flux
fraction of 24% 43 mm above the target race track for a Ti target with argon as the working gas at 1 Pa
and operating at peak current density of JD,peak = 0.5 A/cm2 for 100 µs long pulses and time averaged
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power of 200 W. The values reported here were thus somewhat lower than the values reported in these
earlier studies.

C0E0 C0E5 C0E10 C5E0 C5E5 C10E0 C10E10

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

Figure 7. The Ti ionized flux faction in a HiPIMS discharge using various magnet configurations
measured at 30 mm axial distance over the center of the cathode. The discharge was operated in the
HiPIMS fixed voltage and fixed peak current modes. The magnet configurations on the x-axis are
ordered from high |B| at the left to low |B| on the right. The recorded |Br,rt| value above the race track
was used as a measure of |B|.

4. Discussion

4.1. Discharge Physics

As a background to how the magnetic field influences the ionized flux fraction and the deposition
rate, let us discuss how it influences the discharge physics. The magnetic field in sputtering magnetrons
makes the discharge more efficient through two mechanisms, Ohmic heating and electron confinement.
Ohmic heating [38,39] allows for energizing the large majority of the electrons, those that are created
by ionization within the plasma discharge, in addition to the energization through acceleration across
the cathode sheath of the small minority of electrons that are created by secondary emission at the
target [40]. Electron confinement adds further to the efficiency by reducing the loss of the energetic
electrons out of the discharge volume (the ionization region). The magnetic field therefore enables
more ionization for a given input energy. Since most of the discharge current at the target surface
is carried by ions [36], this results in a higher discharge current for a given voltage. This effect was
clearly observed in our experiments. Figure 8 shows two sets of data, both plotted as functions of the
magnetic field strength at the race track center, i.e. |Br,rt| in Table 1: the peak discharge current when
operating at fixed voltage, and the discharge voltage when operating at fixed peak current. Let us first
look at the fixed voltage case. The peak discharge current varied with |B| as expected, from 12 A for
the weakest magnetic field, configuration C10E10, to 80 A for the strongest |B| configuration, C0E0
(Figure 3b). Extrapolation to weaker |B| indicated that, below about 50 Gauss, it would not be possible
to ignite a discharge at the set pressure. The fixed peak discharge current case confirmed this picture.
A higher voltage was needed to drive the discharge for weaker |B|, and, for the weakest |B|, a 40 A
discharge could not be reached due to the voltage limitation of the power supply.
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Figure 8. The peak discharge current (left y-axis) when operating in fixed voltage mode (VD = 625 V)
and the discharge voltage (right y−axis) when operating in fixed peak discharge current mode
(ID,max = 40 A) as a function of the magnetic field strength over the race track (Br,rt in Table 1). o all
magnets moved together (C0E0, C5E5, and C10E10) and fixed voltage operation, + magnets mixed
(C0E5, C5E0, C10E0 and C0E10) and fixed voltage operation, ♦ all magnets moved together (C0E0,
C5E5, and C10E10) and fixed peak current operation, and4magnets mixed (C0E5, C5E0, C10E0 and
C0E10) and fixed peak current operation.

A consequence of these effects was that the peak power in the individual HiPIMS pulses varied
between the different magnetic field configurations. This variation was around 50% in the fixed peak
current studies, and almost an order of magnitude in the fixed voltage studies. For a normalization of
the deposition rates to dcMS, it was most practical to operate at constant average power. This was
achieved by varying the pulse repetition frequency fpulse, as given in Table 1. This variation of the
discharge impedance between the magnetic field configurations and our compensation by adjusting
fpulse to have constant power are important to keep in mind in the analysis presented below. The most
important consequence is that, even if both the cathode voltage and the average power were kept
constant, the peak discharge current could vary by almost an order of magnitude between the different
magnetic field configurations. This implies a variation of the plasma density of the same order, which
in turn implies a large variation in the probability of ionization of the sputtered material as it passes
through the plasma [5].

4.2. Deposition Rate and Ionized Flux Fraction

Figure 4 shows that, for HiPIMS operated in the fixed voltage mode, the deposition rate increased
with decreasing |B|. For dcMS operation, there was only a small change in the deposition rate when |B|
was varied. However, when operating the HiPIMS discharge in fixed peak current mode, there was a
slight increase in the deposition rate as the |B| was decreased, as shown in Figure 4. Bradley et al. [19]
recently explored the difference in the discharge behavior between dcMS and HiPIMS operation with
changing |B|. For dcMS and pulsed-dc operation they found that the deposition rate decreases by
25–40% when decreasing |B|. They found the opposite for HiPIMS operation and the deposition rate
increases significantly with decreasing |B|. They used a simple phenomenological model (pathway
model) to relate the sputtered particle fluxes and the measured deposition rates to find the combined
probabilities of ionization αt and subsequent back attraction βt of the ions of the sputtered species
αtβt as |B| is varied. They found a drop in αtβt with decreasing |B| and proposed it being due to
the weakening of the electrostatic ion back attraction, due to a potential hill seen by the ions of the
sputtered material. A fall in αtβt gives higher deposition rates.

Here, we expanded on the approach of Bradley et al. [19] and explore how the measured
parameters, the deposition rate and the ionized flux fraction Fflux, depend separately on the probability
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of ionization αt and back attraction of the sputtered species βt. We derived a few general equations
that relate the measured quantities to the parameters αt and βt. Let us call the total flux (atoms/s)
of atoms sputtered from the target Γ0 and the flux of sputtered species (ions and neutrals) that leave
the ionization region (IR) towards the diffusion region (DR) ΓDR. The useful fraction of the sputtered
species becomes

FDR =
ΓDR

Γ0
= (1− αtβt) . (3)

Note that this equation does not need to take into account ion focusing (or spreading) en route
towards the substrate [37]. This equation indicates a reduced fraction of the sputtered species reaching
the substrate when the ionization of the sputtered material increases. Recall that the main drawback
using HiPIMS is the low deposition rate. As can be seen in Equation (3), the fraction of the sputtered
species leaving the ionization region FDR and thus the deposition rate can be increased by decreasing
the product αtβt. Two different mechanisms can achieve this: decrease the probability of ionization of
the sputtered atoms αt, and/or decrease the ion back attraction probability βt. There is experimental
support for both approaches. Mishra et al. [13] showed that the back attracting electric field Ez in
front of the target decreases with a decreasing |B| and thus reduces βt. In addition, a lower |B| with a
fixed discharge voltage generally leads to lower peak discharge currents and thus lower αt. We also
show in Figure 3b that, when operating in the fixed voltage mode, the peak discharge current ID,peak
decreased as |B| decreased. This was a consequence of lower magnetic confinement, which led to lower
plasma density. For our three magnetic field configurations, where the magnetic pack was moved as a
whole, the peak discharge currents were 80 A for the strongest |B| (C0E0 configuration), 36 A for the
intermediate (C5E5 configuration), and 12 A for the weakest |B| (C10E10 configuration). The lower
discharge currents at weaker |B| corresponded to lower plasma densities in front of the target, which
should reduce the probability of ionizing sputtered atoms that pass through the ionization region,
i.e., reduce αt. As pointed out by Bradley et al. [19], poorer magnetic confinement, lower plasma
densities, and lower discharge currents give rise to increased deposition rates. However, this increased
deposition rate is at the cost of decreased ionized flux fraction, as discussed in Section 3.2. Thus,
decreased discharge current and lower plasma density lead to decreased ionization probability of the
sputtered material αt. The fraction of the sputtered species reaching the substrate, which is proportional
to (1− αtβt), then increases if βt remains roughly fixed, which is explored in more detail below in
the fixed voltage mode. In the fixed peak current mode, we could assume that the plasma density
remained fixed, thus αt and decreasing βt with decreasing |B| gave increased deposition rate, which
was also examined.

A relationship between the ionization flux fraction Fflux and the parameters αt and βt has been
derived from the pathway model [32,37]

Fflux =
ΓDR,ions

ΓDR
=

Γ0αt(1− βt)

Γ0(1− αtβt)
=

αt(1− βt)

(1− αtβt)
(4)

where no additional ionization of the sputtered material in the diffusion region is assumed. Note that
that there is a slight difference from the equation derived by Butler et al. [37] as here we neglected
ion focusing. Our goal was to assess how much |B| and the magnetic field structure influence αt and
βt, respectively. To this purpose, we plot a graph that shows FDR on the horizontal axis, and Fflux on
the vertical axis in Figure 9. In this graph, we have used Equations (3) and (4) to plot two sets of
lines: (i) lines of constant βt with αt varied from 0 to 1 (green dashed lines in Figure 9); and (ii) lines of
constant αt, with βt varied from 0 to 1 (blue solid lines in Figure 9). This gives us a coordinate system
(αt,βt) transformed into the (FDR,Fflux) plane. Plotting the experimentally determined combinations of
FDR and Fflux in this plane gives us estimates of the corresponding values of αt and βt. The ionized flux
fraction Fflux generally increases with increasing ionization probability αt, as shown in Figure 9 (blue
solid lines). Thus, for a fixed βt, we found that, for decreased ionization probability αt, the ionized
flux fraction decreased. This is indeed what we observed for the fixed voltage mode operation. In the
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HiPIMS discharge, Fflux was lower than αt because only a small fraction of the ions left in the direction
of the substrate as βt was high [37]. At high αt, the flux of neutrals was reduced due to high ionization
and this flux was only partially replaced by ions since most of the ions were drawn back to the target.
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Figure 9. Experimentally determined combinations of FDR and Fflux at z = 70 mm, for all
three radial positions, and for all magnetic field configurations. The configurations C0E0, C5E5,
and C10E10 are denoted by o corresponding to variable |B| when all the magnets were moved together.
The configurations C0E5, C5E0, C10E0 and C0E10 where the two magnets were moved relative to each
other are denoted by x. The discharges were operated at constant voltage and constant average power.
Lines of constant αt (solid blue lines) and constant βt (dashed green lines), calculated using Equations (3)
and (4), respectively, give approximate estimate of these parameters for the studied discharges.

For an exact calculation of FDR from Equation (3), we needed the total flux of sputtered atoms that
(before ionization) were headed towards the position (r, z) where the deposition flux ΓDR is measured.
This is not a measured quantity, but it can be estimated from the measured deposition rates in a dcMS
discharge operated at the same average power ΓdcMS as follows. First, we note that all discharges
studied here were run at the same average power. This means that the average discharge current
obeyed the relation ID,dcMSVD,dcMS = 〈ID,HiPIMS〉VD,HiPIMS which gives

〈ID,HiPIMS〉
ID,dcMS

=
VD,dcMS

VD,HiPIMS
(5)

where 〈ID,HiPIMS〉 is the time averaged discharge current of the HiPIMS discharge. We neglect the
small contribution of secondary electron emission to the current at the target surface, and also assume
only singly charged ions. In the dcMS discharge, all the sputtering was due to ions of the working gas,
the primary ions. The flux of the sputtered material in the dcMS case was then

Γsput,dcMS =
ID,dcMS

e
Ytg(VD,dcMS) (6)

where Ytg(VD,dcMS) is the sputter yield for Ar+ ions at the ion energy EAr+ = eVD,dcMS. The situation
in the HiPIMS discharge was more complex and both ions of the working gas and ions of the target
material participated in the sputter process [41]. In the HiPIMS case, a fraction ζ = ID,Ar+/ID,i of
the total ion current to the target was due to ions of the working gas and sputtered the target with
sputter yield Ytg(VD,HiPIMS), and the remaining discharge current fraction (1− ζ) was due to ions
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of the target material (self sputtering) with sputter yield YSS(VD,HiPIMS). This gives the total flux of
sputtered species from the target

Γ0 =
〈ID,HiPIMS〉

e
(
ζYtg(VD,HiPIMS) + (1− ζ)YSS(VD,HiPIMS)

)
. (7)

Using Equation (5) to replace currents with voltages in Equations (6) and (7) then gives

Γ0 = Γsput,dcMS
VD,dcMS

VD,HiPIMS

ζYtg(VD,HiPIMS) + (1− ζ)YSS(VD,HiPIMS)

Ytg(VD,dcMS)
≡ Γsput,dcMSΨ (8)

All the parameters in this expression were known and easily accessible except the fraction ζ of
the ion current to the target that was carried by Ar+ ions. We used the concept of a critical discharge
current introduced by Huo et al. [42] along with the generalized recycling model [41] to estimate this
fraction. With argon as the working gas, a gas temperature of 300 K, and the approximation that the
race track area SRT was half the full target area ST, the critical discharge current could be approximated
as [42]

Icrit ≈ 0.2pgST (9)

where pg is the working gas pressure in Pa and ST is the target area in cm2. In our case, pg = 1 Pa and
ST ≈ 80 cm2, giving a critical current of 16 A. At the critical current, about half the ion current was
carried by the working gas ions, and the other half by self-sputter recycling [42]. The discharge current
waveforms and peak discharge currents, for the different cases studied here, are given in Figure 3.
With only one exception, they were above 30 A, far above Icrit. In this current range, the ion current was
carried mainly by recycled ions, of both the working gas and of the sputtered material. The relative
fraction of these depends mainly on the self-sputter yield of the target material [41]. For a Ti target,
with argon as working gas, the fraction was typically ζ ≈ 50% when ID ≥ Icrit [36,41]. We assumed
here that the titanium was only singly charged, neglecting the fact that, for HIPIMS discharges with Ti
target, significant amounts of multiply charged titanium ions are known to exist [36,43,44].

For Ar+ ions sputtering titanium, the sputter yield is Ytg = 0.0425 × E0.443
Ar+ and for

Ti+ ions sputtering titanium (self-sputtering) the sputter yield is YSS = 0.0285 × E0.484
Ti+ [7].

The ratio Ψ = Γ0/Γsput,dcMS for the fixed voltage case can be calculated using Equation (8) and the
discharge voltages during dcMS and HiPIMS operation given in Table 1. For the case of 50/50 Ar+/Ti+

ions sputtering the target, this ratio is Ψ = 0.66. For solely Ar+ ions, the ratio is 0.61 and, for solely Ti+

ions, it is 0.71. The experimental data Fflux versus FDR = ΓDR/Γ0 = ΓDR/(Γsput,dcMSΨ) from the fixed
voltage operation and taken 70 mm from the target are plotted in Figure 9 for all three locations, center
(r = 0) mm, over the race track (r = 25 mm), and edge (r = 50 mm). We assumed here that 50% of the
ions were Ar+ and the other 50% were Ti+ and Ψ = 0.66. We note that all the experimental data fall in
a narrow range for the back attraction probability βt = 0.90− 0.95 while they span a wide range in
ionization probability αt or 0.38–0.8. Thus, in the fixed voltage mode, βt was almost constant while
αt was varied by varying the magnetic field strength. For the fixed current case, the ratio Ψ was in
the range 0.64–0.74 assuming 50/50 Ar+/Ti+ ions sputtering the target and the variation was due to
variation in the discharge voltage.

Finally, we can derive an equation that gives the back attraction probability βt as a function of the
measured quantities Fflux and FDR. An expression in which αt is eliminated from Equations (3) and (4)
allows estimating βt directly from the measured quantities:

βt =
1− FDR

1− FDR(1− Fflux)
(10)

and similarly we can derive an equation that gives αt as a function of the measured quantities

αt = 1− FDR(1− Fflux). (11)
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The ionization probability and back attraction probability for the ions of the sputtered species
calculated using the measured quantities Fflux and FDR are shown in Figure 10a,b, respectively, versus
the magnetic field strength above the race track for various combination of operating modes, magnetic
field configurations and locations over the target surface.
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Figure 10. (a) The ionization probability αt and (b) the back attraction probability βt for the ions of the
sputtered species versus the magnetic field strength above the race track (r = 25 mm). o both magnets
moved together (C0E0, C5E5, and C10E10) over race track in fixed voltage operation, x both magnets
moved together (C0E0, C5E5, and C10E10) over center in fixed voltage operation, + magnets mixed
(C0E5, C5E0, C10E0 and C0E10) over race track in fixed voltage operation,4magnets mixed (C0E5,
C5E0, C10E0 and C0E10) over center in fixed voltage operation, ♦ both magnets moved together (C0E0,
C5E5, and C10E10) over center in fixed peak current operation, and @ magnets mixed (C0E5, C5E0,
C10E0 and C0E10) over center in fixed peak current operation.

Figure 10a shows the ionization probability αt above the race track (r = 25 mm) and in the target
center (r = 0 mm) versus the magnetic field strength over the race track. When operating in the fixed
voltage mode, the ionization probability increased with increased magnetic field strength. The back
attraction probability was always high, in the range 0.89–0.96, over the entire range of Br,rt shown in
Figure 10b. In the fixed current mode, βt increased slightly with increased |B| in the range 0.93–0.96
while αt was almost constant in a narrow range 0.75–0.79. If we make linear fit of the increase in βt

with |B|, the fraction (1− βt) was roughly 30% higher at the highest |B| than at the lowest |B|. This
was important since the total flux of ions of the sputtered material away from the target toward the
substrate was ΓDR,ions = αt(1− βt)Γ0, as a fraction βt of the ions of the sputtered material went back
to the target. Recall that, as shown in Figure 4, there was a 38% increase in the deposition rate when
|B| decreased from 238 to 111 Gauss when operating at fixed peak discharge current. For the fixed
peak current mode the ionization probability αt was roughly constant independent of the location of
the magnetic null (not shown). In the fixed voltage mode, there was some spread in the ionization
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probability values independent of the location of the magnetic null and no clear trend observed (not
shown). Figure 11a shows the ionization probability αt above the race track and in the target center
versus the peak discharge current. We observed that the ionization probability increased roughly
linearly with the peak discharge current. Similarly, we observed an increase in the ionized flux fraction
with increased peak discharge current in Figure 11b.
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Figure 11. (a) The ionization probability of the sputtered species; and (b) the ionized flux fraction
above the race track versus the peak discharge current. o both magnets moved together (C0E0, C5E5,
and C10E10) over the race track in fixed voltage operation, x both magnets moved together (C0E0,
C5E5, and C10E10) over center in fixed voltage operation, + magnets mixed (C0E5, C5E0, C10E0 and
C0E10) over race track in fixed voltage operation,4magnets mixed (C0E5, C5E0, C10E0 and C0E10)
over center in fixed voltage operation, ♦ both magnets moved together (C0E0, C5E5, and C10E10) over
center in fixed peak current operation, and @ magnets mixed (C0E5, C5E0, C10E0 and C0E10) over
center in fixed peak current operation

Furthermore, Figure 6 shows that, for operation in the fixed voltage mode, the stronger was the
magnetic field, the higher was the Fflux. We can explain why: Figure 3b shows that higher magnetic
field strength led to higher peak discharge current, and Figure 11b that higher discharge current gave
higher Fflux.

5. Conclusions

The effect of the magnetic confinement on the deposition rate and the ionized flux fraction
was explored for both dcMS and HiPIMS deposition from a Ti target. The experimental findings at
z = 70 mm indicate that, for the dcMS case, there was a small, about 10%, decrease in deposition rate
as |B| was increased from its weakest value to its strongest value. In the dcMS case, the ionized flux
fraction was too small to be of interest. For HiPIMS operated in the fixed voltage mode, we found
opposing trends with increasing |B| in the studied range: a trade-off between the deposition rate
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(decreased by more than a factor of two) and the ionized flux fraction (increased by a factor of 4–5).
The back attraction probability of the ions of the sputtered material in a HiPIMS discharge was found to
be high and roughly constant independent of |B| and the ionization probability of the sputtered species
increased with increasing |B| due to a increased discharge current when operating in the fixed voltage
mode. For HiPIMS operated in the fixed peak current mode, we found concurring, but smaller trends
in the two parameters: Decreasing |B| improved both the deposition rate (by 38%) and the ionized
flux fraction (by 53%). When operating in the fixed peak current mode, the ionization probability of
the sputtered species was roughly constant while the parameter (1− βt) increased roughly 30% with
decreasing |B|. In short, when operating a HiPIMS discharge in fixed voltage mode, the ionization
probability αt varied with |B| and βt remained roughly constant, while, in the fixed peak current mode,
βt varied with |B| and αt remained roughly constant.
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Abstract
Background: Oblique angle deposition is known for yielding the growth of columnar grains that are tilted in the direction of the
deposition flux. Using this technique combined with high-power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) can induce unique prop-
erties in ferromagnetic thin films. Earlier we have explored the properties of polycrystalline and epitaxially deposited permalloy
thin films deposited under 35° tilt using HiPIMS and compared it with films deposited by dc magnetron sputtering (dcMS). The
films prepared by HiPIMS present lower anisotropy and coercivity fields than films deposited with dcMS. For the epitaxial films
dcMS deposition gives biaxial anisotropy while HiPIMS deposition gives a well-defined uniaxial anisotropy.

Results: We report on the deposition of 50 nm polycrystalline nickel thin films by dcMS and HiPIMS while the tilt angle with
respect to the substrate normal is varied from 0° to 70°. The HiPIMS-deposited films are always denser, with a smoother surface
and are magnetically softer than the dcMS-deposited films under the same deposition conditions. The obliquely deposited HiPIMS
films are significantly more uniform in terms of thickness. Cross-sectional SEM images reveal that the dcMS-deposited film under
70° tilt angle consists of well-defined inclined nanocolumnar grains while grains of HiPIMS-deposited films are smaller and less
tilted. Both deposition methods result in in-plane isotropic magnetic behavior at small tilt angles while larger tilt angles result in
uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. The transition tilt angle varies with deposition method and is measured around 35° for dcMS and 60°
for HiPIMS.

Conclusion: Due to the high discharge current and high ionized flux fraction, the HiPIMS process can suppress the inclined
columnar growth induced by oblique angle deposition. Thus, the ferromagnetic thin films obliquely deposited by HiPIMS deposi-
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tion exhibit different magnetic properties than dcMS-deposited films. The results demonstrate the potential of the HiPIMS process
to tailor the material properties for some important technological applications in addition to the ability to fill high aspect ratio
trenches and coating on cutting tools with complex geometries.
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Introduction
The realization of electronics based on utilizing the electron
spin degree of freedom, commonly referred to as spintronics,
requires the integration of ferromagnetic films with semicon-
ductors [1]. Nickel is a ferromagnetic heavy 3d transition metal
that crystallizes in the fcc structure. Because of the negative
magnetostriction property of pure nickel, it is used as a magnet-
ic material for certain applications, including ones that utilize
magnetostriction. Thin nickel films have also found a wide
range of other applications such as decorative coatings [2,3],
corrosion-resistant coatings [3,4], optically transparent conduc-
tive electrodes [5], contact devices [6], Li-storage materials [7],
and as selective absorbers in solar thermal energy conversion
[8]. Moreover, a number of nickel-containing alloys exploit the
ferromagnetic properties of nickel such as NiTi-based shape
memory alloy thin films utilized in micro-actuator applications
[9]. It is well known that microstructure, texture and structure
of thin films can have significant influence on the magnetic and
other functional properties of the films. The magnetic proper-
ties of evaporated [10,11], electrodeposited [12-15], chemical-
vapor-deposited [16], and dc [17-19] and rf [20-22] magnetron
sputtered thin nickel films have been studied for almost ten
decades. This has included studies of the magnetic properties
while varying film thickness [10,20], grain size, substrate mate-
rial [11,21] and substrate temperature [19], as well as while
stacking into superlattices [23,24].

High-power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS), some-
times referred to as high-power pulsed magnetron sputtering
(HPPMS), is a physical vapor deposition (PVD) technique
based on pulsed power technology where the peak power
exceeds the time-averaged power by roughly two orders of
magnitude [25,26]. By pulsing the cathode target to high peak
power density a high ionization fraction of the sputtered materi-
al is achieved, which results in a higher quality of the deposited
films [27]. It is well known that ferromagnetic materials are
difficult to sputter with conventional dc magnetron sputtering
since a portion of the magnetic flux is shunted by the magnetic
target, thus decreasing the electron confinement, which results
in low plasma density and low deposition rate. On the other
hand, it has been demonstrated that a small decrease in the mag-
netic field strength in the HiPIMS process can lead to a signifi-
cant increase in the deposition rate in that case [28,29]. We
have recently reported an increase by a factor of 2 and 2.6 of
the HiPIMS deposition rate by 83% and 53% weakening of the
magnetic field strength (at racetrack) using vanadium [30] and

titanium [31] targets, respectively. Thus, utilizing HiPIMS for
the deposition of ferromagnetic material can be very beneficial.

Oblique deposition, sometimes referred to as glancing angle
deposition (GLAD), is known as a PVD technique that leads to
a film texture with low density and columnar grain growth that
is elongated in the direction of the incoming flux [32]. As a
result of this structure, some unique optical [33-35], electrical
[36,37], mechanical [37,38] and magnetic [39] properties of
thin films have been reported. By employing an ionized deposi-
tion flux (i.e., using HiPIMS in GLAD), the angular distribu-
tion of the deposited material can be influenced [40-42]. Earlier
we have explored the microstructure and magnetic properties of
polycrystalline [43] and epitaxially [44] deposited permalloy
(Ni80Fe20 atom %) thin films deposited under 35° tilt using
dcMS and HiPIMS. The films prepared by HiPIMS present a
lower anisotropy field (Hk) and coercivity (Hc) than films
deposited with dcMS. For the polycrystalline films both deposi-
tion methods give uniaxial magnetic anisotropy due to the
oblique deposition. However, for the epitaxial films dcMS
deposition gives biaxial anisotropy while HiPIMS deposition
gives a well-defined uniaxial anisotropy. The uniaxial
anisotropy induced by the tilt angle was demonstrated in the
early 1960s by Smith et al. [39] while depositing permalloy
with thermal evaporation. They suggested that a shadow effect
causes an in-plane texture perpendicular to the direction of the
incoming flux, which corresponds to the easy axis of the film.
However, more recently there are reports on a 90° rotation of
the easy axis in a Co film deposited at 75° tilt angle [45].

In the present study we investigate the effect of angle of inci-
dence on the structural and magnetic properties of Ni thin films
deposited using dcMS and HiPIMS. We chose to work with
pure Ni rather than NiFe alloys because it rejects many pro-
posed explanations for uniaxial anisotropy based on alloying,
i.e., directional ordering of Fe/Ni atom pairs [46], shape
anisotropy of an elongated ordered phase [47], composition
variation between grains [48] and, more recently suggested,
localized composition non-uniformity [49]. Besides, we do not
rotate the substrate during the deposition to simplify the condi-
tions at the cost of losing film thickness uniformity.

Experimental
The nickel thin films were deposited in a custom-built magne-
tron sputter chamber [50] with a base pressure of 4 × 10−6 Pa.
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For the deposition process, 32 sccm of argon of 99.999% purity
was injected into the chamber as the working gas. The working
gas pressure was kept at 0.6 Pa using a butterfly valve located
between the chamber and a turbomolecular pump. The nickel
target was 75 mm in diameter, of 99.95% purity, and 1.59 mm
thick but almost 40% eroded at the racetrack center. The mag-
netic field measured at the target surface over the racetrack
shows the value of 39 and 0 mT parallel and perpendicular to
the target surface, respectively.

For HiPIMS operation the power was supplied by a SPIK1000A
pulse unit (Melec GmbH) operating in the unipolar negative
mode at constant voltage, which in turn was fed by a dc power
supply (ADL GS30). The discharge current and voltage were
monitored using a combined current transformer and a voltage
divider unit (Melec GmbH) and the data were recorded with a
custom-made LabVIEW program. The pulse length was set at
200 μs and the pulse repetition frequency was kept at 100 Hz
throughout this study. For dcMS operation, a dc power supply
(MDX 1 K, Advanced Energy) was connected to the
magnetron. For all films, depositions were made at 150 W aver-
age power. This corresponds to a peak current density of
JD,peak = 0.77 A/cm2 for the HiPIMS deposition process when
averaged over the entire target area. HiPIMS and dcMS oblique
angle depositions were made at substrate tilt angles of 0° (sub-
strate faces the target), 35° and 70° using both deposition
methods. In addition, more depositions under 10° and 20° by
dcMS and 50° and 60° using HiPIMS were made for better
understanding of the magnetic properties of the films. The dis-
tance between target and substrate position was 25 cm. We used
thermally oxidized Si(001) with an oxide thickness of 100 nm
as substrates. However, for the scanning electron microscopy
studies, Si(001) substrates with native oxide were used in order
to eliminate the charging effect. All films were deposited at
room temperature (25 °C) with a grounded substrate holder.

X-ray diffractometry (XRD) was carried out using a Philips
X’pert diffractometer (Cu Kα, wavelength 0.15406 nm)
mounted with a hybrid monochromator/mirror on the incident
side and a 0.27° collimator on the diffraction side. A line focus
was used with a beam width of approximately 1 mm. The
grazing incidence (GI)XRD scans were carried out with the
incident beam at θ = 1°. Average thickness (dave), average sur-
face roughness and mass density of the films were determined
by low-angle X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements with an
angular resolution of 0.005°, and the data was fitted using the
Parrat formalism [51]. A low-density surface layer (around
1 nm) on top of the film had to be included in the model in
order to achieve a good fit. This is due to the formation of an
oxide or oxynitride surface layer after the films were removed
from the vacuum chamber, as has been previously observed and

discussed [52]. However, the reported mass density values are
corresponding to the “bulk” part of the film.

The film thickness gradient (Δd) was characterized by non-con-
tact mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis in an
XE-100 multi-mode AFM system (PSIA Inc.) in air (ex situ).
For this aim, the edges of the substrate were marked before
deposition. After deposition, the samples were sonicated in an
ethanol/isopropanol mixture to remove the marker and the
nickel on top of it (lift-off process).

Cross sections of the Ni films were studied using a Leo Supra
25 scanning electron microscope. The acceleration voltage of
the electron beam was set to 20 kV and the working distance
was kept at 3.5 mm for all images presented here.

Magnetic hysteresis was characterized using a custom-made
high-sensitivity magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) looper
using a laser source with 632.8 nm wavelength. Coercivity was
read directly from the easy-axis loops. In our uniaxial samples
the anisotropy field is obtained by extrapolating the linear low-
field trace along the hard-axis direction to the saturation magne-
tization level, a method commonly used when dealing with
effective easy-axis anisotropy. Vibrating sample magnetometry
(VSM) was performed on 10 × 10 mm2 sized samples at 300 K.
Variable magnetic fields up to ±1 T were used for magnetic
measurements.

Results and Discussion
Thin film structure
Figure 1 shows the film density, deposition rate and surface
roughness of Ni films deposited by HiPIMS and dcMS at tilt
angles of 0°, 35° and 70 °. Both methods result in similar film
densities at 0° and 35° (8.90 and 8.87 g/cm3 respectively). The
bulk density of nickel at room temperature is 8.902 g/cm3[3].
Increasing the tilt angle to 70° leads to a drop in density for
both deposition methods. Data extracted from XRR shows den-
sity values of 8.6 g/cm3 for the HiPIMS-deposited and
8.27 g/cm3 for the dcMS-deposited film. We calculated the av-
erage deposition rate by dividing the average thickness by the
deposition time, and it is shown in Figure 1b for each tilt angle.
Deposition rates of 2.92, 2.10 and 1.41 nm/min were calculated
for HiPIMS deposition at 0°, 35° and 70°, respectively. The
dcMS deposition rate is roughly two times that of the HiPIMS
rate for the same tilt angles. This is a somewhat lower deposi-
tion rate than has been reported for rf magnetron sputtering of
Ni in the past [20,21], which might be due to rather long dis-
tance between target and substrate (25 cm) in this experiment.
In terms of surface roughness, the HiPIMS-deposited film
shows 0.8 nm roughness while the dcMS-deposited film shows
1.9 nm for normal deposition. The surface roughness remains
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Figure 1: (a) Film density, (b) deposition rate, and (c) surface rough-
ness of nickel films deposited by HiPIMS and dcMS. The data was
extracted from XRR measurements. All films are deposited at 0.6 Pa
working gas pressure, 150 W average power. In the HiPIMS case we
used a pulse length of 200 μs and a repetition frequency of 100 Hz.

unchanged for deposition at 35°, for both methods. Increasing
the tilt angle to 70° leads to a significant change in the surface
roughness of the HiPIMS-deposited film (3.3 nm), which is
slightly smoother than the dcMS-deposited film (3.5 nm). Note
that due to the thickness gradient, fitting the XRR data for films
deposited at higher tilt angles includes greater uncertainty. The
measured and simulated XRR data are presented in Figure 2 for
depositions under tilt angles of 0° and 70°.

To investigate the microstructure of our Ni films, GiXRD anal-
ysis was carried out. Figure 3 exhibits a GiXRD pattern of a
dcMS-deposited Ni film in the conventional position facing the
target. The peak at 2θ = 44.5° is dominant in the GiXRD
pattern. This peak has been assigned to fcc Ni(111). The peak at
2θ = 51.8° is assigned to fcc Ni(200) and the peak at 2θ = 76.3°
to fcc Ni(220) [ICDD 00-004-0850]. Surprisingly, the method
of deposition (HiPIMS and dcMS) and degree of tilt angle do
not change the GiXRD pattern (relative peak intensities) of the
deposited Ni films. The conventional XRD signal was weak due
to the low film thickness (not shown).

Our thickness uniformity measurements show that obliquely
deposited HiPIMS films are remarkably more uniform than
dcMS-deposited films under the same tilt angle. Table 1 exhib-
its that depositing by HiPIMS results in 69% (at 35°) and 42%
(at 70°) more uniform films than dcMS in terms of thickness.

Figure 2: The measured (red solid) and simulated (blue dot) XRR data
of HiPIMS and dcMS deposited Ni films under 0- and 70-degrees tilt
angles.

Figure 3: GiXRD pattern of the nickel film deposited by dcMS, conven-
tional position, at 0.6 Pa, and 150 W power.

Table 1: Thickness uniformity of the nickel films deposited under
various tilt angles and deposition methods. dave is the average film
thickness measured by XRR. Δd is the thickness difference across the
deposited film along the direction of the tilt angle.

method tilt angle dave Δd Δd/dave
[°] [nm] [nm] [%]

HiPIMS 35 52 2.6 5
dcMS 35 50 8 16
HiPIMS 70 43 6 14
dcMS 70 50 12 24
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Our results agree with the recent findings of Keraudy et al. [53]
that HiPIMS-deposited Ni films are denser, better crystallized
and exhibit better uniformity than dcMS-deposited films, while
the dcMS deposition rate is roughly twice the HiPIMS rate.

Figure 4 depicts cross-sectional SEM images of HiPIMS- and
dcMS-deposited films under 70° substrate tilt angle. The dcMS-
deposited film exhibits inclined columnar growth with the
column length extending through the entire film thickness. In
contrast, the HiPIMS-deposited film shows grains that are
smaller than the film thickness. The columnar grains of the
dcMS-deposited film are grown with 32° incline on the sub-
strate while the HiPIMS film grains do not show a well-defined
inclined growth, although some grains are elongated toward the
incoming flux.

Figure 4: Cross-sectional SEM image of nickel films that were
deposited by (a) HiPIMS, and (b) dcMS at 70° substrate tilt angle, at
0.6 Pa, and 150 W power.

The angle between columnar grains and substrate normal (β) is
different and generally smaller than the angle between the sub-
strate normal and the target (α). Both experimental results [38]
and simulations [54] agree on the relation

(1)

According to the Equation 1, β is expected to be around 54° for
deposition under 70° tilt angle, while it was measured to be
roughly 32° for dcMS-deposited film. This is probably because
the abovementioned studies consider a small PVD target and
low pressure (collision-free) conditions analogous with elec-
tron beam and thermal evaporation methods. However, at our
working gas pressure the mean free path is around 11 mm
which is remarkably shorter than target to substrate distance
(250 mm). Besides, Elofsson et al. [55] show that the melting
point of the deposited materials impacts the inclined growth of
columns by affecting their surface diffusion. Thus, a variation
in β is expected for depositing materials with different melting
point.

The less tilted grains and the higher thickness uniformity of
HiPIMS-deposited films can be explained by a different distri-
bution angle of incoming flux to the substrate in those
discharges. There have been a few investigations on this matter
that all agree that the magnetic field plays a significant role in
the profile of deposition. We have recently shown that,
depending on the stationary magnetic field configuration,
HiPIMS deposition may result in a more uniform film thick-
ness than dcMS deposition [31]. Furthermore, Qiu et al. [56]
showed that the target voltage, magnetic field strength and ge-
ometry can affect the shape of the racetrack and the target
utilization. Indeed, in a HiPIMS discharge a wider current dis-
tribution on the target is expected due to the remarkably higher
discharge current and cathode voltage [57]. In other words, the
racetrack area could be wider during HiPIMS operation, which,
in turn, can lead to a broader profile of sputtered material in
terms of directionality. Furthermore, a potential difference of
1–5 V is expected between the plasma and the grounded sub-
strate [58]. In the presence of highly ionized sputtered materi-
als produced by HiPIMS discharge, this potential difference
accelerates the ionized flux toward the substrate normal across
the sheath and results in a better thickness uniformity as well as
less inclined grain growth [58]. In addition, in the HiPIMS
process, energetic ions are likely to have enough kinetic energy
to induce some mobility of the film forming species on the film
surface, which eliminates the columnar growth caused by the
shadow effect. Greczynki et al. [42] and Elofsson et al. [55]
have studied the HiPIMS growth of metal films on a tilted
substrate as a function of peak discharge current density JD,peak.
They showed that for a higher JD,peak, and thereby a larger
degree of ionization of the sputtered material, a smaller tilt
angle of the columnar microstructure is observed, i.e., the
columns grow closer to the substrate normal. Thus, for a highly
ionized flux fraction of the sputtered species the effects
of the line-of-sight deposition are effectively eliminated
and the film growth proceeds more or less unaffected by the
substrate tilt. They have also experimentally rejected the role of
deposition rate on the tilted growth of grains. Furthermore,
Alami et al. [59] demonstrated that deposition using a
peak current density JD ,peak = 1 A/cm2 (close to our
JD,peak = 0.77 A/cm2) results in film densification and suppres-
sion of the columnar structure, and columns start to grow on
existing columns or repeated nucleation occurs. As the peak
discharge current density was increased further to
JD,peak = 4 A/cm2 they observed that a film with a featureless
morphology developed.

Smaller grain sizes in HiPIMS-deposited films than in dcMS-
deposited films have been previously reported [60,61]. They
originate from the bombardment of the film surface by ener-
getic ions during deposition, which constantly creates new sites
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Figure 5: MOKE loops of nickel films that were deposited by (a–e) HiPIMS and (f–j) dcMS, at various tilt angles ranging from 0° to 70°, at 0.6 Pa
working gas pressure, and 150 W average power. Each figure shows the in-plane angle of the applied magnetic field with respect to the incoming flux
direction.

for growing new crystallites. This, in consequence, leads to
smaller grain sizes [62,63].

Magnetic properties
We used MOKE to explore the magnetic properties of the
nickel films. The results are shown in Figure 5 for HiPIMS and
dcMS-deposited films. The films deposited by HiPIMS at 0, 35°
and 50° tilt angles are more or less magnetically isotropic
in-plane. However, the films deposited under 60° and 70°
present uniaxial behavior, i.e., a linear hard axis along the angle
of incoming sputtered flux and a square easy axis perpendicu-
lar to that in the plane. The films deposited by dcMS at tilt
angles of 0°, 10° and 20° also show more or less isotropic be-
havior. Further increasing the tilt angle leads to a uniaxial
anisotropy in dcMS-deposited films at tilt angles of 35°
(Figure 5i) and 70° (Figure 5e).

Thus, for both deposition methods there is an intermediate tilt
angle (ca. 50° for HiPIMS and ca. 20° for dcMS) at which the
films present hysteresis loops with different values of Hc when

magnetic field is applied parallel and perpendicular to the in-
coming flux direction. To determine the window in which a
transition occurs from isotropic to uniaxial anisotropy is impor-
tant for practical purposes. For instance, in the films deposited
at these intermediate tilt angles the Hc value of the loops is dif-
ferent and the loop exhibiting lower Hc values is more rounded.
The latter loop is perpendicular to the angle of incidence and it
becomes a hard axis at larger tilt angles.

The coercivity and anisotropy fields of our Ni films are plotted
as a function of the tilt angle in Figure 6. It is worth mentioning
that regardless of the type of anisotropy, along the easy direc-
tion of magnetization, Hc of the HiPIMS-deposited films in-
creases with increasing tilt angle. This is also true for Hk for the
samples with uniaxial anisotropy. In contrast to the HiPIMS
results, dcMS-deposited films present similar Hc values with in-
creasing tilt angle up to 35° and show an increase with further
increase in tilt angle. For deposition at 70° tilt angle, the
anisotropy field of both dcMS- and HiPIMS-deposited samples
were higher than the measurement range in our MOKE setup.
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Figure 6: The Hc and Hk (for samples with uniaxial anisotropy) of our
nickel films measured using MOKE with the magnetic field applied
parallel and perpendicular to the sputtered flux direction, respectively.
Uniaxial anisotropy is presented in HiPIMS samples of 60° and 70°,
and in dcMS of 35° and 70°. The Hk of films deposited at 70° was out
of the measurement range.

Interestingly, HiPIMS-deposited Ni films are magnetically
softer than dcMS-deposited films at the same tilt angle. We
believe that the smaller grain size of HiPIMS-deposited films
(shown in Figure 4) is the main reason for soft magnetism of
the films. Poolcharuansin et al. [64] have shown that Ni thin
film deposition using an inverted gapped-target sputter magne-
tron results in smaller grain size and consequently magnetically
softer films than dcMS-deposited films.

To summarize, transition from isotropic to uniaxial anisotropy
occurs above 50° tilt angle for HiPIMS deposition while it is
around 35° in dcMS. It is probably due to less inclined
columnar growth in HiPIMS-deposited films as is shown in
Figure 4. We have studied the in-plane magnetic properties of
deposited films using VSM and the results are in agreement
with the MOKE study (not shown here).
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